
Operators

Below is a table of operators in C++, Java, and Python. Assignment operators are in red. Some
operators dealing with type checking and casting and storage allocation have been omitted.

Name and symbol C++ Java Python Example (these return True)

Assignment1
:
:=

a = b a = b a = b a = True; a

Addition +
a + b

a += b

a + b

a += b

a + b

a += b
6 + 2 == 8

Subtraction − a - b

a -= b

a - b

a -= b

a - b

a -= b
6 - 2 == 4

Multiplication × a * b

a *= b

a * b

a *= b

a * b

a *= b
6 * 2 == 12

Division2 ÷ a / b

a /= b

a / b

a /= b

a / b

a /= b

a // b

a //= b

5 / 2 == 2.5

5 // 2 == 2

Modulo3 mod
a % b

a %= b

a % b

a %= b

a % b

a %= b
7 % 3 == 1

Exponent4 ab
a ** b

a **= b
4 ** 2 == 16

Unary plus5 +a +a +a a = 2; +a == 2

Unary minus − -a -a -a a = 2; -a == -2

Increment6
++a

a++

++a

a++

Decrement7
--a

a--

--a

a--

Equality = a == b a == b a == b 6 == 6

Inequality 6= a != b

a not eq b
a != b

a != b

a <> b
6 != 7

1In C++ and Java, assignment operators return the value of the variable after assignment (so (a = b) == b).
In Python, they do not.

2In C++ and Java, / performs floating-point division on floats and integer division on integers. In Python, /
performs floating-point division and // performs floor division. Floor division is like integer division, except that it
always rounds down but integer division rounds toward zero. For example, in C++, -5 / 2 == -2, but in Python,
-5 // 2 == -3.

3In C++ and Java, the result of a modulo operation has the same sign as the dividend (-5 % 4 == -1 because
−5 = −(1 × 4 + 1)). In Python, it has the same sign as the divisor (-5 % 4 == 3 because −5 = −2 × 4 + 3). In
Java, Python’s behavior can be obtained using the Math.floorMod function.

4In C++, #import <cmath> and use std::pow(a, b). In Java, use Math.pow(a, b). In Python, math.pow(a,
b) is also available after from math import pow and may produce slightly different floating-point results.

5You probably do not want this, especially in Python. In statically typed languages it is occasionally useful
because it casts its operand to an int; for example, in C/C++, +'a' is the integer 97.

6When used in an expression, ++a returns the value of a after incrementing whereas a++ returns the value
of a before incrementing. int a = 6, b = ++a, c = a++; printf("%i %i %i\n", a, b, c); prints 6 7 7. In
Python, the increment operator is unavailable; use a += 1.

7When used in an expression, --a returns the value of a after decrementing whereas a-- returns the value
of a before decrementing. int a = 6, b = --a, c = a--; printf("%i %i %i\n", a, b, c); prints 4 5 5. In
Python, the decrement operator is unavailable; use a -= 1.
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Name and symbol C++ Java Python Example (these return True)

Greater than > a > b a > b a > b 88 > 4

Less than < a < b a < b a < b 8 < 43

Greater than
or equal

≥ a >= b a >= b a >= b
88 >= 4

4 >= 4

Less than
or equal

≤ a <= b a <= b a <= b
8 <= 43

8 <= 8

Boolean NOT
∼
¬

!a

not a
!a not a not False

Boolean AND ∧ a && b

a and b
a && b a and b True and True

Boolean OR ∨ a || b

a or b
a || b a or b True or False

Bitwise NOT
~a

compl a
~a ~a

~0b100101&0b111111==0b11010

~37 & 0x3F == 26

Be careful when using this with signed integers!

~37 == -38

Bitwise AND

a & b

a bitand b

a &= b

a and eq b

a & b

a &= b

a & b

a &= b
0b110101&0b101111==0b100101

Bitwise OR

a | b

a bitor b

a |= b

a or eq b

a | b

a |= b

a | b

a |= b

0b100101|0b101000==0b101101

37 | 40 == 45

Bitwise XOR

a ^ b

a xor b

a ^= b

a xor eq b

a ^ b

a ^= b

a ^ b

a ^= b

0b100101^0b101111==0b001010

37 ^ 47 == 10

Left shift
a << n

a <<= n

a << n

a <<= n

a << n

a <<= n

0b100101 << 2 == 0b10010100

37 << 2 == 148

Right shift
a >> n

a >>= n

a >> n

a >>= n

a >> n

a >>= n

0b100101 >> 2 == 0b1001

37 >> 2 == 9

Subscript ab a[b] a[b] a[b] [True, False][0]

Indirection8

Dereference
*a *a

Reference &a

Member9
a.b

a->b
a.b a.b

Function call f(a) f(a) f(a)

Scope resolution :: ::

Comma a, b

Ternary10 a ? b : c a ? b : c b if a else c True if 3 > 2 else False

User-defined literal "a" b

9In C++, a->b dereferences the pointer a to an object with a member (*a).b.
10Shorthand for if(a) { b; } else { c; }.
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C++ Demo

The following C++ program demonstrates templates, operator overloading, and operations on
vectors and deques:

1 #include <iostream>

2 #include <sstream>

3 #include <vector>

4 #include <deque>

5 #include <algorithm>

6 #include <string>

7

8 template<typename Container>

9 void print(const Container& v) {

10 std::ostringstream ss; // include sstream

11 ss << '{';

12 for(auto e : v) {

13 ss << e << ", ";

14 }

15 if(v.size()) {

16 ss.seekp(-2, ss.cur); // go back over last ,

17 }

18 ss << "}\n";

19 std::cout << ss.str(); // include iostream

20 }

21

22 class IntAndStrings {

23 public:

24 long long int number;

25 std::vector<std::string> strings; // include vector and string

26

27 // overload < operator so we can sort

28 bool operator<(const IntAndStrings& rhs) const {

29 if(number == rhs.number) { // sort on strings if numbers are equal

30 unsigned int minStringCount = std::min(strings.size(),

rhs.strings.size()); // include algorithm↪→

31 for(int i = 0; i < minStringCount; i++) { // sort on strings

32 int strcmp = strings.at(i).compare(rhs.strings.at(i));

33 if(strcmp) {

34 return strcmp < 0;

35 }

36 }

37 // all strings were equal

38 return strings.size() < rhs.strings.size(); // sort on number of

strings.↪→

39 }

40 // numbers are not equal so did not sort on strings
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41 return number < rhs.number;

42 }

43

44 // overload << operator so we can print - this gets defined outside the

class↪→

45 friend std::ostream& operator<<(std::ostream&, const IntAndStrings&);

46

47 // Constructors

48 IntAndStrings() {}

49 IntAndStrings(long long int i) : number(i) {}

50 IntAndStrings(long long int i, std::vector<std::string> sv) : number(i),

strings(sv) {}↪→

51 IntAndStrings(long long int i, std::string s) : number(i) {

52 std::vector<std::string> sv = {s};

53 strings = sv;

54 }

55

56 // Methods

57 void add(std::string s) {

58 strings.push_back(s);

59 }

60 void add(std::vector<std::string> s) {

61 strings.insert(strings.end(), s.begin(), s.end());

62 }

63 };

64

65 // Definition for friend operator to IntAndStrings

66 std::ostream& operator<<(std::ostream& stream, const IntAndStrings& ias) {

67 std::ostringstream ss;

68 ss << ias.number << ": [";

69 for(std::string s : ias.strings) {

70 ss << '"' << s << "\",";

71 }

72 if(ias.strings.size()) {

73 ss.seekp(-1, ss.cur);

74 }

75 ss << "]";

76 stream << ss.str();

77 return stream;

78 }

79

80 int main() {

81 std::vector<int> v = {1, 2}; // include vector

82 v.push_back(3); // {1, 2, 3}

83 print(v);

84 v.pop_back(); // {1, 2}

85 print(v);
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86 v.push_back(4); // {1, 2, 4}

87 print(v);

88 v.at(1) = 3; // {1, 3, 4}

89 print(v);

90 v.erase(v.begin()); // {3, 4}

91 print(v);

92 std::vector<int> v2 = {7, 2, 24, 1, -6};

93 v.insert(v.begin() + 1, v2.begin(), v2.end()); // {3, 7, 2, 24, 1, -6, 4}

94 print(v);

95 v.insert(v.begin() + 2, 0); // {3, 7, 0, 2, 24, 1, -6, 4}

96 print(v);

97 std::cout << v.empty() << '\n'; // 0 (false)

98 if(std::find(v.begin(), v.end(), -6) != v.end()) { // include algorithm

99 std::cout << "v contains -6\n";

100 }

101 std::cout << "max is " << *max_element(v.begin(), v.end()) << '\n'; //

include algorithm↪→

102 v.erase(min_element(v.begin(), v.end())); // erase min element

103 print(v);

104 if(std::find(v.begin(), v.end(), -6) == v.end()) { // include algorithm

105 std::cout << "v does not contain -6\n";

106 }

107 std::sort(v.begin(), v.end()); // include algorithm

108 print(v); // {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 24}

109 std::sort(v.begin(), v.end(), std::greater<int>()); // include algorithm

110 print(v); // {24, 7, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0}

111 std::sort(v.rbegin(), v.rend(), std::greater<int>()); // sort from "reverse

begin" to "reverse end" using "greater" - equivalent to normal sort↪→

112 print(v); // {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 24}

113

114

115 std::deque<IntAndStrings> q = {IntAndStrings(1, "this is string"),

IntAndStrings(2)}; //include deque↪→

116 print(q); // {1: ["this is string"], 2: []}

117 q.at(0).add("another string");

118 print(q); // {1: ["this is string","another string"], 2: []}

119 std::vector<std::string> someStrings = {"string 1", "string 2", "string 3"};

120 q.push_front(IntAndStrings(2, someStrings)); // this is why one would use a

deque instead of a vector↪→

121 q.at(0).add("I am now greater than the other one with int 2");

122 q.at(2).add(someStrings);

123 print(q); // {2: ["string 1","string 2","string 3","I am now greater than

the other one with int 2"], 1: ["this is string","another string"], 2:

["string 1","string 2","string 3"]}

↪→

↪→

124 std::sort(q.begin(), q.end());
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125 print(q); // {1: ["this is string","another string"], 2: ["string 1","string

2","string 3"], 2: ["string 1","string 2","string 3","I am now greater

than the other one with int 2"]}

↪→

↪→

126 q.erase(q.begin(), q.begin() + 2); // this is faster than with a vector

127 print(q); // {2: ["string 1","string 2","string 3","I am now greater than

the other one with int 2"]}↪→

128

129 return 0;

130 }
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C++ User-Defined Literals

Potentially useful but probably not:

1 #include <iostream>

2

3 #ifndef M_PI

4 #define M_PI 3.14159265358979323846264338

5 #endif

6

7 long double operator ""_pi(long double x) {

8 return x * M_PI;

9 }

10 long double operator ""_pi(unsigned long long int x) {

11 return (long double) x * M_PI;

12 }

13

14 long double operator ""_tau(long double x) {

15 return x * M_PI * 2;

16 }

17 long double operator ""_tau(unsigned long long int x) {

18 return (long double) x * M_PI * 2;

19 }

20

21 int main() {

22 std::cout << 2_pi << " = " << 1_tau << " < " << 2.2e0_pi << " = " <<

11e-1_tau << std::endl;↪→

23 // prints: 6.28319 = 6.28319 < 6.9115 = 6.9115

24 return 0;

25 }

The following parameter lists are allowed on literal operators:

� (const char *)

� (unsigned long long int)

� (long double)

� (char)

� (wchar t)

� (char16 t)

� (char32 t)

� (const char *, std::size t)

� (const wchar t *, std::size t)

� (const char16 t *, std::size t)

� (cosnt char32 t *, std::size t)
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Decimal - Binary - Octal - Hex – ASCII 
 Conversion Chart 

 
Decimal Binary Octal Hex ASCII  Decimal Binary Octal Hex ASCII  Decimal Binary Octal Hex ASCII  Decimal Binary Octal Hex ASCII 

                       

  0 00000000 000 00 NUL  32 00100000 040 20 SP  64 01000000 100 40 @    96 01100000 140 60 ` 

  1 00000001 001 01 SOH  33 00100001 041 21 !  65 01000001 101 41 A    97 01100001 141 61 a 

  2 00000010 002 02 STX  34 00100010 042 22 “  66 01000010 102 42 B    98 01100010 142 62 b 

  3 00000011 003 03 ETX  35 00100011 043 23 #  67 01000011 103 43 C    99 01100011 143 63 c 

  4 00000100 004 04 EOT  36 00100100 044 24 $  68 01000100 104 44 D  100 01100100 144 64 d 

  5 00000101 005 05 ENQ  37 00100101 045 25 %  69 01000101 105 45 E  101 01100101 145 65 e 

  6 00000110 006 06 ACK  38 00100110 046 26 &  70 01000110 106 46 F  102 01100110 146 66 f 

  7 00000111 007 07 BEL  39 00100111 047 27 ‘  71 01000111 107 47 G  103 01100111 147 67 g 

  8 00001000 010 08 BS  40 00101000 050 28 (  72 01001000 110 48 H  104 01101000 150 68 h 

  9 00001001 011 09 HT  41 00101001 051 29 )  73 01001001 111 49 I  105 01101001 151 69 i 

10 00001010 012 0A LF  42 00101010 052 2A *  74 01001010 112 4A J  106 01101010 152 6A j 

11 00001011 013 0B VT  43 00101011 053 2B +  75 01001011 113 4B K  107 01101011 153 6B k 

12 00001100 014 0C FF  44 00101100 054 2C ,  76 01001100 114 4C L  108 01101100 154 6C l 

13 00001101 015 0D CR  45 00101101 055 2D -  77 01001101 115 4D M  109 01101101 155 6D m 

14 00001110 016 0E SO  46 00101110 056 2E .  78 01001110 116 4E N  110 01101110 156 6E n 

15 00001111 017 0F SI  47 00101111 057 2F /  79 01001111 117 4F O  111 01101111 157 6F o 

16 00010000 020 10 DLE  48 00110000 060 30 0  80 01010000 120 50 P  112 01110000 160 70 p 

17 00010001 021 11 DC1  49 00110001 061 31 1  81 01010001 121 51 Q  113 01110001 161 71 q 

18 00010010 022 12 DC2  50 00110010 062 32 2  82 01010010 122 52 R  114 01110010 162 72 r 

19 00010011 023 13 DC3  51 00110011 063 33 3  83 01010011 123 53 S  115 01110011 163 73 s 

20 00010100 024 14 DC4  52 00110100 064 34 4  84 01010100 124 54 T  116 01110100 164 74 t 

21 00010101 025 15 NAK  53 00110101 065 35 5  85 01010101 125 55 U  117 01110101 165 75 u 

22 00010110 026 16 SYN  54 00110110 066 36 6  86 01010110 126 56 V  118 01110110 166 76 v 

23 00010111 027 17 ETB  55 00110111 067 37 7  87 01010111 127 57 W  119 01110111 167 77 w 

24 00011000 030 18 CAN  56 00111000 070 38 8  88 01011000 130 58 X  120 01111000 170 78 x 

25 00011001 031 19 EM  57 00111001 071 39 9  89 01011001 131 59 Y  121 01111001 171 79 y 

26 00011010 032 1A SUB  58 00111010 072 3A :  90 01011010 132 5A Z  122 01111010 172 7A z 

27 00011011 033 1B ESC  59 00111011 073 3B ;  91 01011011 133 5B [  123 01111011 173 7B { 

28 00011100 034 1C FS  60 00111100 074 3C <  92 01011100 134 5C \  124 01111100 174 7C | 

29 00011101 035 1D GS  61 00111101 075 3D =  93 01011101 135 5D ]  125 01111101 175 7D } 

30 00011110 036 1E RS  62 00111110 076 3E >  94 01011110 136 5E ^  126 01111110 176 7E ~ 

31 00011111 037 1F US  63 00111111 077 3F ?  95 01011111 137 5F _  127 01111111 177 7F DEL 

 
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License.  To view a copy of this license, visit  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/  ASCII Conversion Chart.doc     Copyright © 2008, 2012      Donald Weiman   22 March 2012      

 



Competitive Programming
January 24, 2019

Main points for today

AuburnHacks hps://auburnhacks.com  – be there

Code Drills hps://code-drills.com  will  suggest practice problems based on problems you have already

solved.

Today's Codeforces problems: A, B, F – spoilers below!

Tip: Always try to calculate the sample inputs on paper to make sure you understand the problem

correctly! You may even stumble into an efficient solution in the process. I spent some time at last

week's meeting trying to figure out why my program wasn't working before realizing my algorithm

was based on an incorrect interpretation of the problem statement.

Reminder: when you google anything or refer to any documentation while solving a problem, post a

link to the information that helped you in #compprogramming-docs,  no matter how trivial.  We’ll

compile these links into printed documentation for competitions that do not allow Internet access.

Updates

Another competitive programming book
In addition to Competitive Programming 3 hps://cpbook.net ,  programming master  Ani Laaksonen has

recently published the Competitive Programmer's Handbook hps://cses.fi/book.pdf ,  a  free 296-page ebook

(more info at his blog post hps://codeforces.com/blog/entry/50728 ), as well as an expanded version, the Guide to

Competitive Programming hps://www.springer.com/us/book/9783319725468  (ebook $39.99, socover $49.99).

More sites with practice problems

Code Drills hps://code-drills.com  – Once you've completed some problems on Codeforces, CodeChef, or

Spoj, enter your username(s) at Code Drills to be recommended new problems to solve based on the

difficulty  level  of  your  previous  solves!  More  info  at  Balajiganapathi's  blog  on  Codeforces

hps://codeforces.com/blog/entry/48991 .

Sphere Online Judge (Spoj) hps://spoj.com  – Lots of problems with difficulty scores for both concept

and implementation, and diverse language support.

CSES  Problem  Set hps://cses.fi/problemset/  –  Problems  with  rankings  for  top    fastest  and  shortest



programs  –  great  for  practicing  your  optimization  and/or  code  golf.  e  usual  languages  are

supported. Register at CSES hps://cses.fi/register  and log in to submit.

BOI  Contest  Collection hps://cses.fi/boi/list/  –  Practice  past  problems  from  the  Baltic  Olympiad  in

Informatics,  including a virtual contest option. Register at CSES and log in to view problems and

submit solutions.

CEOI  Contest  Collection hps://cses.fi/ceoi/list/  –  Practice  past  problems  from  the  Central  European

Olympiad in Informatics,  including a  virtual  contest  option.  Register  at  CSES and log  in  to  view

problems and submit solutions.

e Mercer  Spring Programming Contest hp://springcontest.cs.mercer.edu/  publishes  their  past  solution

sets. is is of particular interest to those of us competing there on February 16. We'll use the 2018

problems as practice at meetings in the coming weeks so don't do those!

Topcoder  Problem  Archive hps://community.topcoder.com/tc?module=ProblemArchive  –  Problems  from  past

Topcoder SRMs and TCO finals.  Appears to be read-only.  Also check their  post-contest  editorials

hps://www.topcoder.com/?s=Editorials  for information on how to solve the problems!

INOI Practice Contest hps://codechef.com/INOIPRAC  – Practice problems for the Indian National Olympiad

in Informatics hosted at CodeChef.

ZCO  Practice  Contest hps://codechef.com/ZCOPRAC  –  Practice  problems  for  the  Zonal  Computing

Olympiad hosted at CodeChef.

IOI Archive hps://contest.yandex.ru/ioi/  – Past problems from the International Olympiad in Informatics

hosted at Yandex Contest.

Upcoming competitions

Happening now until Wednesday, January 30, 8:00 pm: Topcoder Marathon Match 

Saturday, January 26, 8:00 am – 11:00 am: CodeChef January Lunchtime  (Individual, Online)

Saturday, January 26, 11:00 am – 1:00 pm: Topcoder SRM  (Individual, Online)

ursday, January 31, 6:30 am – 8:45 am: Codeforces Round  (Individual, Online)

Saturday, February 16: Mercer Spring Programming Contest (Macon, GA, teams of ) – three weeks

away!

Saturday, Mar 2, noon – 5:00 pm: North American Invitational Programming Contest (Online, teams

of )

Problems for this week



Easy: Codeforces Problem A (from Hello ) – Gennady and a Card Game

Medium: Codeforces Problem B (from Round ) – Zuhair and Strings

Hard: Codeforces Problem F (from VK Cup ) – Pens and Days of Week

Gennady and a Card Game

Simplified problem description
Six standard playing cards are given. Each card is two characters: the first is the rank in {'2', '3', '4',

'5', '6', '7', '8', '9', 'T', 'J', 'Q', 'K', 'A'} and the second is the suit in {'D', 'C', 'S',

'H'}.

If any of the last five cards have the same rank or suit as the first card, print "YES". Otherwise, print "NO".

Solutions
Since  the  algorithm  for  this  one  is  prey  straightforward  (see  the  Codeforces  editorial

hps://codeforces.com/blog/entry/64310 ), I've implemented it in a few different languages to demonstrate the

difference in runtimes that can become very significant for more complex problems:

C++: a.cpp – this solution runs in 0.28 ms on my system and 30 ms (which seems to be the minimum

with overhead) in Codeforces' environment.

#include <iostream>
#include <string>

int main() {
    std::string tableCard;
    std::cin >> tableCard;
    for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
        std::string card;
        std::cin >> card;
        if(card[0] == tableCard[0] || card[1] == tableCard[1]) {
            std::cout << "YES\n";
            return 0;
        }
    }
    std::cout << "NO\n";
    return 0;
}

C: a.c – this solution runs in 0.48 ms on my system and 30 ms in Codeforces' environment.

#include <stdio.h>



int main() {
    char tableCard[2];
    scanf("%2s", tableCard);
    char card[2];
    for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
        scanf("%2s", card);
        if(card[0] == tableCard[0] || card[1] == tableCard[1]) {
            puts("YES");
            return 0;
        }
    }
    puts("NO");
    return 0;
}

Python : a.py – this solution runs in 12.3 ms on my system and 109 ms in Codeforces' environment.

tableCard = input()
cards = input().split(' ')
for card in cards:
    if card[0] == tableCard[0] or card[1] == tableCard[1]:
        print("YES")
        exit()
print("NO")

Java:  Cardgame.java  –  this  solution  runs  in  80.6  ms  on  my  system  and  124  ms  in  Codeforces'

environment.

import java.util.Scanner;

public class Cardgame {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        Scanner scanner = new Scanner(System.in);
        String tableCard = scanner.nextLine();
        String[] myCards = scanner.nextLine().split(" ");
        for(String card : myCards) {
            if(card.charAt(0) == tableCard.charAt(0) || card.charAt(1) == tableCard.charAt(1)) {
                System.out.println("YES");
                scanner.close();
                System.exit(0);
            }
        }
        System.out.println("NO");
        scanner.close();
        System.exit(0);
    }
}

Brainfu: is solution (annotated version: a.b) runs in 0.26 ms on my system (compiled with bf-

x hps://github.com/skeeto/bf-x86 ) and is included here as evidence that C and C++ are not necessarily the



fastest  languages  for  a  given  problem.  (Brainfuck  lacks  the  overhead  C  and  C++'s  string

implementations add in processing standard input.) If there's a language beer suited to the problem that

is supported by the contest, feel free use it! Sadly, Codeforces does not support Brainfuck—but CodeChef
does!

>,>,<<+++++>>>>>>>>>>+++++[>+++++++++++++<-]>[>+>+>+>+>+<<<<<-]+>+++++++++++++++ 
+++++++++>++++>++++++++++++++++++>+++++++++++++>++++++++++++++>++++++++++<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<[>>>[-
-]>[-]<<<[>>+>+<<<-]>>>[<<<+>>>-]<<[>>+>+<<<-]>>>[<<<+>>>-],,>,<[ <<->>-]>>+<<<<[>>>[<<->>-]>>>+
<<<<<[>>>>>-<<<<<[>>>>>>+<<<<<<-]]>>>>>>[<<<<<<+>> >>>>-]<[>>>.>.>.>>>.<<<<<<-<<<<<<<<<<<[-
-]>>>>>>>>>-]<<-<<<<[>>>>>+<<<<<-]]>>>>>[ <<<<<+>>>>>-]<[>>>>>.>.>.>>>.<<<<<<-<<<<<<<<<<<[-
-]>>>>>>>-]<<<<<<<-]>>>>>>>>>>>[ >>>>.>.>.<<<<<<-]

An object-oriented solution
Conventionally, beer style would be to write something like the following (a-oo.cpp):

#include <iostream>

class Card {
public:
    bool operator==(const Card& c) {
        return rank == c.rank || suit == c.suit;
    }
    friend std::istream& operator>>(std::istream& in, Card& c) {
        in >> c.rank >> c.suit;
    }
private:
    char rank, suit;
};

int main() {
    Card tableCard;
    std::cin >> tableCard;
    for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
        Card card;
        std::cin >> card;
        if(card == tableCard) {
            std::cout << "YES\n";
            return 0;
        }
    }
    std::cout << "NO\n";amp;
    return 0;
}

But this is not good for competitive programming! It takes longer to write, there is more that can go

wrong, and it takes about % longer to run (0.36 ms on my system)! Remember, you aren't scored on

style—only on how long it takes you to submit a solution that runs within the time and memory limits.



Zuhair and Strings

Brute force algorithm
e strings are guaranteed to match /^[a-z]+$/, so there are only  possible characters that could yield

the largest x. Furthermore, the string can be a maximum of , characters in length. is means that

there are at most ,, possible combinations of character and starting position for a substring.

Perhaps a brute-force algorithm like this (b-brute.cpp) will be good enough:

#include <iostream>
#include <string>

using std::cin;
using std::cout;
using std::string;

int main() {
    int n, k;
    string s;
    cin >> n >> k >> s;
    int level = 0;
    for(char c = 'a'; c <= 'z'; c++) {
        string sub = "";
        for(int x = 0; x < k; x++) {
            sub += c;
        }
        int charLevel = 0;

int start = 0;
        while(start <= n - k * (level + 1) + 1) {
            if(s.substr(start, k) == sub) {
                start += k;
                charLevel++;
            }
            else {
                start++;
            }
        }
        if(charLevel > level) {
            level = charLevel;
        }
    }
    cout << level << '\n';
}

Unfortunately, when given a particularly troubling input (generated with strings.py), this program takes

8.1 seconds to complete on my system—well over the -second time limit.

Using regular expressions for testing
Why don't  we match the string against  a regular expression that tells  us whether its  level  for each



character is less than or equal to i, decreasing i until we get a positive result? For example, /(b{3}.*){5}/

will match a string that has level  for leer b if k = .

Since Python's regular expression library is easier to use (in my opinion) than C++'s, I implemented this

in Python (b-bad.py):

import re
from string import ascii_lowercase

nk = input().strip().split(' ')
n = int(nk[0])
k = int(nk[1])
s = input().strip()

maxLevel = 0
for c in ascii_lowercase:
    x = n // k # Maximum level based on n and k
    while x > maxLevel and not re.match('({0}{{{1}}}.{{0,{2}}}){{{3}}}'.format(c, k, n // x - k, 
x), s):
        # Maximum of n // x - k characters after each run of k characters c
        x -= 1
    maxLevel = x

print(maxLevel)

But regular expressions are slow. For the same input file as before, this script completes in just 57 ms on

my system, but for another troubling input (generated with strings.py) it takes 3 minutes, 8 seconds—

over  times slower than the first brute force algorithm!

Using regular expressions for counting
But  with  regular  expressions  we can not  only  match a  string  against  an  expression,  but  count  the

matches—which  is  what  we  want  to  do!  Python's  re.findall

https://docs.python.org/2/library/re.html#re.findall  will give us a list of all the matches—the length of

this list is the level for a given character!

import re
from string import ascii_lowercase

nk = input().strip().split(' ')
n = int(nk[0])
k = int(nk[1])
s = input().strip()

maxLevel = 0
for c in ascii_lowercase:
    charLevel = len(re.findall('{0}{{{1}}}'.format(c, k), s))
    maxLevel = max(maxLevel, charLevel)



print(maxLevel)

is program (b.py) runs in 3.1 seconds for the second troubling input file on my system. Close—

maybe if I reimplement it in C++ (b-regex.cpp) it will be sufficient:

#define _GLIBCXX_REGEX_STATE_LIMIT 200000 // To increase the regex state limit imposed by g++

#include <iostream>
#include <regex>
#include <sstream>

int main() {
    int n, k;
    std::string s;
    std::cin >> n >> k >> s;

    int maxLevel = 0;
    for(char c = 'a'; c <= 'z'; c++) {
        std::ostringstream exprStream;
        exprStream << c << '{' << k << '}';
        std::regex expr(exprStream.str());
        int charLevel = std::distance(std::sregex_iterator(s.begin(), s.end(), expr), 
std::sregex_iterator());
        if(charLevel > maxLevel) {
            maxLevel = charLevel;
        }
    }

    std::cout << maxLevel << std::endl;
}

is completes the second troubling input file in just 150 ms on my system, but segfaults when given the

new input, apparently due to a long-standing bug in libstdc++ hps://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=61582 .

(I submied it as a Visual C++ solution on Codeforces in case Microso's C++ implementation is any

beer, but it ran out of time on an even simpler test than the Python one did.)

Solution: Processing a character at a time
So I finally caved and implemented the checks for matching runs myself. Moreover, instead of calculating

the level for each leer separately, I can now calculate all their levels as I go. Here is the resulting code

(b.cpp):

#include <iostream>
#include <algorithm>

int main() {
    int n, k;
    std::cin >> n >> k;



    char last = ' '; // a non-letter
    int run = 0;
    int levels[26] = {0};

    for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
        char c;
        std::cin >> c;
        if(c == last) {
            run++;
            if(run == k) {
                levels[c - 'a']++;
                run = 0;
                last = ' ';
            }
        }
        else if(k == 1) {
            levels[c - 'a']++;
        }
        else {
            last = c;
            run = 1;
        }
    }

    std::cout << *std::max_element(levels, levels + 26) << std::endl;
}

is solution runs in 8.2 ms on my system and 62 ms in Codeforces' environment.

is is the intended solution, per the editorial hps://codeforces.com/blog/entry/64664 .

Pens and Days of Week

Simplified problem description
Provided is an array a of n integers.

Every day x (starting from day 0), a[x % n] -= 1, except when x % 7 == 6.

What is the index of the first value in a to reach 0?

1 ≤ n ≤ 50,000; 1 ≤ a[i] ≤ 10⁹

Input format: n on first line, then space-separated a[i] on second line.

Output format: e index of the solution plus 1 (since the problem uses a 1-indexed array of pens).

Time limit: 3 seconds; memory limit: 256 MB.

Naïve algorithm
At first,  this  problem may appear  easy.  It  is  tempting to  write  something like  the  following (pens-

naive.cpp):

#include <iostream>



#include <vector>

int main() {
    int n;
    std::vector<int> a;
    std::cin >> n;
    for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
        int val;
        std::cin >> val;
        a.push_back(val);
    }
    int x = 0;
    while(true) {
        if(x % 7 != 6) a[x % n]--;
        if(a[x % n] == 0) {
            std::cout << x % n + 1 << std::endl;
            break;
        }
        x++;
    }
    return 0;
}

is isn't good enough. ough this program should always produce the correct answer, it is not nearly

efficient enough to process the maximum input. For the two sample cases, it completes in  ms on my

system—prey  good,  right?—but  when  given  the  maximal  input  file  (,  pens  each  with

,,, ml of ink; input file generated with pens.py), it segfaulted because x did not have enough

bytes. Aer changing x to an unsigned long long int and adding some signal handling (see: pens-naive-

modified.cpp), I estimated based on the state aer one hour that this algorithm would complete on my

system in 10 days, 13 hours, and 18 minutes.

at is more than three seconds.

Analyzing the problem
At this point, I made tables to show the state of the array in the naïve solution aer each day for each

sample input:



Sample 1
Pen 1 Pen 2 Pen 3

a[0] a[1] a[2]

Start 3 3 3

Aer day 0 2 3 3

Aer day 1 2 2 3

Aer day 2 2 2 2

Aer day 3 1 2 2

Sample 1
Pen 1 Pen 2 Pen 3

a[0] a[1] a[2]

Aer day 4 1 1 2

Aer day 5 1 1 1

Aer day 6 1 1 1

Aer day 7 1 0 1

In these tables, the value that is decremented on each
day is highlighted; days on which this value is not
decremented (Sundays) are listed in bold in the le
column. e first value equal to zero is bolded. Days
are zero-indexed as in the above implementation
despite being one-indexed in the problem statement;
both indices are presented for the pen numbers in the
header rows.

Sample 2
Pen 1 Pen 2 Pen 3 Pen 4 Pen 5

a[0] a[1] a[2] a[3] a[4]

Start 5 4 5 4 4

Aer day 0 4 4 5 4 4

Aer day 1 4 3 5 4 4

Aer day 2 4 3 4 4 4

Aer day 3 4 3 4 3 4

Aer day 4 4 3 4 3 3

Aer day 5 3 3 4 3 3

Aer day 6 3 3 4 3 3

Aer day 7 3 3 3 3 3

Aer day 8 3 3 3 2 3

Aer day 9 3 3 3 2 2

Aer day 10 2 3 3 2 2

Aer day 11 2 2 3 2 2

Aer day 12 2 2 2 2 2

Aer day 13 2 2 2 2 2

Aer day 14 2 2 2 2 1

Aer day 15 1 2 2 2 1

Aer day 16 1 1 2 2 1

Aer day 17 1 1 1 2 1

Aer day 18 1 1 1 1 1

Aer day 19 1 1 1 1 0

Tip: Always try to calculate the sample inputs on paper to make sure you understand the problem

correctly! You may even stumble into an efficient solution in the process. I spent some time at last week's

meeting trying to figure out why my program wasn't working before realizing my algorithm was based

on an incorrect interpretation of the problem statement.

Aer completing the above tables, I noticed that the paern in the ink values was more obvious for each

pen than for each day. Take pen  in sample , for instance. It starts with  ml of ink. is is then

decremented  on  day  n  +    (n  ∈  Z),  except  when  day % 7 == 6.  e  following  algorithm (pens-



vertical.cpp) naturally arises from this observation:

#include <iostream>
#include <climits>

int main() {
    int n;
    unsigned long long int minDay = ULLONG_MAX;
    int minPen = 0;
    std::cin >> n;
    for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
        int ink;
        std::cin >> ink;

        unsigned long long int day = i;
        for(;;) {
            if(day % 7 == 6) {
                day += n;
                if(day % 7 == 6) {
                    break; // pen is never used
                }
            }
            ink--;
            if(day >= minDay) {
                break; // pen is not the first to run out of ink
            }
            if(!ink) {
                minDay = day;
                minPen = i;
                break; // pen ran out of ink
            }
            day += n;
        }
    }
    std::cout << minPen + 1 << '\n';
    return 0;
}

Guess what? is isn't good enough either. If it is billions of days before a pen runs out of ink, there are

still millions of calculations to be done on each pen. I again modified this program to report the state

aer one hour and used this data to estimate that this program would complete in 22 hours and 15

minutes on my system—much faster than the first algorithm, but still more than  seconds.

is algorithm certainly feels nicer than the first one (to me, anyway)—the calculations it's doing are

much more straightforward, but there are still too many of them.

How can we determine the day on which each pen runs out of ink mathematically rather than with brute

force?

The solution



What if we combined days into blocks such that each pen's ink is decreased by the same amount in each

row of the table? In order to see the benefit of this, we'll need to come up with a new example. e table

below corresponds to the following input:

5
14 14 14 14 13

Figure omied: see appendix A

In this example, aer each block of  days, each pen's ink level is decreased by . Why? Because the

width of the block is 7 * n, so each day of the week except Sunday sees each pen decremented once

during the block. e result will always be  if n % 7 != 0.

e other case is of course when n % 7 == 0. In this case, the paern becomes much simpler: some pens

(those with indices i % 7 == 6) are never decremented, and the others are decremented once per block.

e length of these blocks (lcm(, n) days) turns out to be irrelevant—what maers is now how many

blocks, not how many days, it takes for each pen to run out of ink. is calculation is simple!

int endBlocks[n] = {0}; // The block in which pen n runs out of ink.
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
    if(i % 7 == 6) endBlocks[n] = -1; // The pen never runs out of ink.
    else endBlocks[n] = a[n] / 6 + !!(a[n] % 6); // A safe implementation of ceil(a[n] / 6)
}

But how do we know which pen runs out of ink first if two pens run out in the same block? It's not

guaranteed to be the pen with the lowest index that runs out during this block, since that pen could be

used on Sunday before another pen runs out in the following week within the same block. Because

blocks always end on Sunday, it is sufficient for our needs to simply skip to the beginning of the first

block in which a pen runs out of ink, then run the naïve algorithm (pens.cpp):

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
#include <climits>

int main() {
    int n;
    std::cin >> n;
    int ink[n];
    int minBlock = INT_MAX;
    for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
        std::cin >> ink[i];
        int endBlock = -1; // -1 if this pen is never depleted
        if(n % 7) {



            endBlock = ink[i] / 6 + !!(ink[i] % 6) - 1; // Block before this pen runs out of ink
        }
        else {
            if(i % 7 != 6) {
                endBlock = ink[i] - 1;
            }
        }
        if(endBlock != -1 && endBlock < minBlock) {
            minBlock = endBlock;
        }
    }

    // Determine the state at the end of the minBlock.
    for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
        if(n % 7) {
            ink[i] -= minBlock * 6;
        }
        else {
            if(i % 7 != 6) {
                ink[i] -= minBlock;
            }
        }
    }

    // Calculate from the beginning of the minBlock.
    int minDay = INT_MAX;
    int minPen = 0;
    for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
        int a = ink[i];
        int day = i;
        for(;;) {
            if(day % 7 == 6) {
                day += n;
                if(day % 7 == 6) {
                    break; // pen is never used
                }
            }
            a--;
            if(day >= minDay) {
                break; // pen is not the first to run out of ink
            }
            if(!a) {
                minDay = day;
                minPen = i;
                break; // pen ran out of ink
            }
            day += n;
        }
    }
    std::cout << minPen + 1 << '\n';
    return 0;
}

is solution runs in 27 ms on my machine and 124 ms in Codeforces' environment.

It would also be acceptable to use the first naïve algorithm for the final stage (pens-using-naive.cpp). is



Sample 2
Pen 1 Pen 2 Pen 3 Pen 4 Pen 5

a[0] a[1] a[2] a[3] a[4]

Start 14 14 14 14 13

Days 0–20

After day 0 13 14 14 14 13

After day 1 13 13 14 14 13

After day 2 13 13 13 14 13

After day 3 13 13 13 13 13

After day 4 13 13 13 13 12

After day 5 12 13 13 13 12

After day 6 12 13 13 13 12

After day 7 12 13 12 13 12

After day 8 12 13 12 12 12

After day 9 12 13 12 12 11

After day 10 11 13 12 12 11

After day 11 11 12 12 12 11

After day 12 11 12 11 12 11

After day 13 11 12 11 12 11

After day 14 11 12 11 12 10

After day 15 10 12 11 12 10

After day 16 10 11 11 12 10

After day 17 10 11 10 12 10

After day 18 10 11 10 11 10

After day 19 10 11 10 11 9

After day 20 10 11 10 11 9

Continued on right

solution takes almost exactly the same amount of time since there is very lile to be done in this final

loop  and  is  the  intended  solution  per  the  Codeforces  editorial hps://codeforces.com/blog/entry/51441 (in

Russian).

Of course, we could also find a more efficient algorithm to determine which pen runs out first in the final

block. But we do not need to.

Appendix A
Sample 2

(continued)

Pen 1 Pen 2 Pen 3 Pen 4 Pen 5

a[0] a[1] a[2] a[3] a[4]

After day 20 10 11 10 11 9

Days 21–40

After day 21 10 10 10 11 9

After day 22 10 10 9 11 9

After day 23 10 10 9 10 9

After day 24 10 10 9 10 8

After day 25 9 10 9 10 8

After day 26 9 9 9 10 8

After day 27 9 9 9 10 8

After day 28 9 9 9 9 8

After day 29 9 9 9 9 7

After day 30 8 9 9 9 7

After day 31 8 8 9 9 7

After day 32 8 8 8 9 7

After day 33 8 8 8 8 7

After day 34 8 8 8 8 7

After day 35 7 8 8 8 7

After day 36 7 7 8 8 7

After day 37 7 7 7 8 7

After day 38 7 7 7 7 7

After day 39 7 7 7 7 6

After day 40 6 7 7 7 6

Continued on next page



Sample 2
(continued)

Pen 1 Pen 2 Pen 3 Pen 4 Pen 5

a[0] a[1] a[2] a[3] a[4]

After day 40 6 7 7 7 6

Days 41–60

After day 41 6 7 7 7 6

After day 42 6 7 6 7 6

After day 43 6 7 6 6 6

After day 44 6 7 6 6 5

After day 45 5 7 6 6 5

After day 46 5 6 6 6 5

After day 47 5 6 5 6 5

After day 48 5 6 5 6 5

After day 49 5 6 5 6 4

After day 50 4 6 5 6 4

After day 51 4 5 5 6 4

After day 52 4 5 4 6 4

After day 53 4 5 4 5 4

After day 54 4 5 4 5 3

After day 55 4 5 4 5 3

After day 56 4 4 4 5 3

After day 57 4 4 3 5 3

After day 58 4 4 3 4 3

After day 59 4 4 3 4 2

After day 60 3 4 3 4 2

Continued on right

Sample 2
(continued)

Pen 1 Pen 2 Pen 3 Pen 4 Pen 5

a[0] a[1] a[2] a[3] a[4]

After day 60 3 4 3 4 2

Days 61–74

After day 61 3 3 3 4 2

After day 62 3 3 3 4 2

After day 63 3 3 3 3 2

After day 64 3 3 3 3 1

After day 65 2 3 3 3 1

After day 66 2 2 3 3 1

After day 67 2 2 2 3 1

After day 68 2 2 2 2 1

After day 69 2 2 2 2 1

After day 70 1 2 2 2 1

After day 71 1 1 2 2 1

After day 72 1 1 1 2 1

After day 73 1 1 1 1 1

After day 74 1 1 1 1 0



Competitive Programming
January 31, 2019

Upcoming competitions

Friday, February 1, 3:30 am – Monday, February 11, 3:30 am: CodeChef February Long Challenge

 (Individual, Online)

Saturday, February 2, 6:00 am – 8:00 am – Topcoder SRM  (Individual, Online)

Saturday, February 2,  9:35 am – 11:35 am – CodeCra- and Codeforces Round   (Individual,

Online)

Wednesday, February 6, 9:05 am – 11:05 am – Codeforces Round 

Saturday, February 16: Mercer Spring Programming Contest (teams of , Macon, GA) – two weeks

away!

Saturday, Mar 2, noon – 5:00 pm: North American Invitational Programming Contest (Online, teams

of )

Problems for this week

Easy: Codeforces Problem A (from Beta Round ) – cAPS lOCK

Medium: from ACM-ICPC SER  – Repeating Goldbachs

Hard: from Mercer  – Arena Survival

cAPS lOCK

Simplified problem description
If  all  characters  or  all  but  the first  character  in the input word (which matches /^[A-Za-z]+$/)  are

uppercase, swap the case of all characters in the word and output it. Otherwise, output the input word.

Solutions
For doing nothing but manipulating a string of arbitrary length, I'd use Python, or Perl if possible. ere

isn't much to this problem—indeed, the official solution hps://codeforces.com/blog/entry/3253  when translated

from Russian effectively reads "Do everything that is  requested in the problem" with a recap of the

problem.



Python:  capslock.py  –  this  solution  runs  in  14.1  ms  on  my  system  and  140  ms  in  Codeforces'

environment.

import re
word = input().strip()
if re.match('^[a-z]?[A-Z]*$', word) is not None:
    word = word.swapcase()
print(word)

Perl: capslock.pl – this solution runs in 0.35 ms on my system and 30 ms in Codeforces' environment.

$_ = <>;
tr/A-Za-z/a-zA-Z/ if /^[a-z]?[A-Z]*\s*$/;
print;

C++: capslock.cpp – this solution runs in 0.34 ms on my system and 30 ms in Codeforces' environment.

#include <iostream>
#include <string>
#include <cctype>

int main() {
    std::string word, converted;
    std::cin >> word;
    if(std::isupper(word[0])) {
        converted += std::tolower(word[0]);
    }
    else {
        converted += std::toupper(word[0]);
    }
    for(int i = 1; i < word.length(); i++) {
        if(std::isupper(word[i])) {
            converted += std::tolower(word[i]);
        }
        else {
            std::cout << word << std::endl;
            return 0;
        }
    }
    std::cout << converted << std::endl;
    return 0;
}

Repeating Goldbachs

Doing a sample input by hand
I didn't immediately understand this problem when I read it—both at November's competition and today.



So I worked out the first test case (input , output ) by hand to figure out what it wanted me to do:

20 = 17 + 3; 17 − 3 = 141. 

14 = 11 + 3; 11 − 3 = 82. 

8 = 5 + 3; 5 − 3 = 23. 

Obviously, it is a coincidence that in this case one of the primes is  for each number. For an input of, say,

, this is not so:

38 = 31 + 7; 31 − 7 = 241. 

24 = 19 + 5; 19 − 5 = 142. 

14 = 11 + 3; 11 − 3 = 83. 

8 = 5 + 3; 5 − 3 = 24. 

The easy part
It is easy to see the following solution:

#include <iostream>

bool isPrime(int n) {
    // ???
}

int main() {
    int i = 0;
    int n;
    std::cin >> n;
    while(n > 3) {
        for(int j = 2; j <= n / 2; j++) {
            if(isPrime(j) && isPrime(n - j)) {
                n = n - j - j;
                i++;
                break; // out of for, not while
            }
        }
    }
    std::cout << i << std::endl;
    return 0;
}

But  C++  doesn't  have  a  built-in  function  for  primality  testing,  nor  do  any  of  the  other  standard

languages.

A naïve primality test
What if we simply do this (goldbachs-test.cpp)?



bool isPrime(int n) {
    for(int i = 2; i <= n / 2; i++) {
        if(n % i == 0) {
            return false;
        }
    }
    return true;
}

is works but is too slow: for the maximum input , this runs in 15.3 seconds on my machine.

The sieve of Eratosthenes
For large inputs,  we're checking the same numbers for primality many times.  It  will  be much more

efficient to perform a calculation of the primes up to the input number upfront. e standard algorithm

for this is the sieve of Eratosthenes:

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
#include <algorithm>
#include <cmath>

std::vector<int> primes = {};

bool isPrime(int n) {
    return std::find(primes.begin(), primes.end(), n) != primes.end();
}

void sieve(int n) {
    bool flags[n + 1] = {0};
    for(int i = 2; i <= n; i++) {
        flags[i] = true;
    }
    for(int i = 2; i <= std::sqrt(n); i++) {
        if(flags[i]) {
            for(int j = i * i; j <= n; j += i) {
                flags[j] = false;
            }
        }
    }
    for(int i = 2; i <= n; i++) {
        if(flags[i]) {
            primes.push_back(i);
        }
    }
}

int main() {
    int i = 0;
    int n;
    std::cin >> n;
    sieve(n);



    while(n > 3) {
        for(int j : primes) {
            if(isPrime(n - j)) {
                n = n - j - j;
                i++;
                break; // out of for, not while
            }
        }
    }
    std::cout << i << std::endl;
    return 0;
}

is program (goldbachs-sieve.cpp) runs in 2.68 seconds on my machine. is is still rather slow. I'm not

sure if it's good enough since I don't know what the time limit is for this problem, but this can easily be

further optimized by storing the flags array from the sieve function for use in the isPrime  function,

thereby making isPrime run in O() rather than O(n):

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
#include <algorithm>
#include <cmath>

std::vector<int> primes = {};
std::vector<bool> flags = {};

bool isPrime(int n) {
    return flags.at(n);
}

void sieve(int n) {
    flags.push_back(false); // 0
    flags.push_back(false); // 1
    for(int i = 2; i <= n; i++) {
        flags.push_back(true);
    }
    for(int i = 2; i <= std::sqrt(n); i++) {
        if(flags.at(i)) {
            for(int j = i * i; j <= n; j += i) {
                flags.at(j) = false;
            }
        }
    }
    for(int i = 2; i <= n; i++) {
        if(flags.at(i)) {
            primes.push_back(i);
        }
    }
}

int main() {
    int i = 0;
    int n;



    std::cin >> n;
    sieve(n);
    while(n > 3) {
        for(int j : primes) {
            if(isPrime(n - j)) {
                n = n - j - j;
                i++;
                break; // out of for, not while
            }
        }
    }
    std::cout << i << std::endl;
    return 0;
}

is program (goldbachs.cpp) runs in 12 ms on my machine, which is certainly fast enough.

I am fairly certain this solution is correct, but this problem is unavailable in any virtual judge at this time

so I cannot verify this.

How does one sieve?
… is the question I asked when I read this problem at the competition in November. None of us could

recall the algorithm for the sieve of Eratosthenes, and we had no internet access… but what we did have

was a local copy of the official Python documentation hps://docs.python.org/3/ .

is documentation is  very useful  as  it  contains a  number of  code samples that  happen to include

various algorithms. In the answer to the FAQ "Is it possible to write obfuscated one-liners in Python?",

one can find a prime sieve:

from functools import reduce
# Primes < 1000
print(list(filter(None,map(lambda y:y*reduce(lambda x,y:x*y!=0,map(lambda 
x,y=y:y%x,range(2,int(pow(y,0.5)+1))),1),range(2,1000)))))

Rather  than trying to  unpack that  intentionally  complex  code,  we can simply  incorporate  it  into  a

program (goldbachs-complete.py) practically unmodified:

from functools import reduce

def primes(x):
    return list(filter(None,map(lambda y:y*reduce(lambda x,y:x*y!=0,map(lambda 
x,y=y:y%x,range(2,int(pow(y,0.5)+1))),1),range(2,x))))

i = 0
n = int(input())

primeList = primes(n)



flags = []
for j in range(n):
    flags.append(False)
for j in primeList:
    flags[j] = True

def isPrime(x):
    return flags[x]

while n > 3:
    j = 2
    while j < n/2:
        if isPrime(n - j):
            n = n - j - j
            i += 1
            break
        j += 1

print(i)

Unfortunately, this program takes  minutes,  seconds to complete on my machine. I ported the above

C++ program to  Python  (goldbachs-sieve.py)  and  found  that  it  completed  in  340  ms,  so  this  sieve

implementation (which I can't be bothered to analyze further) must be very inefficient. It was worth a

shot.

Arena Survival

Another way of viewing the problem
e new arena is completely contained within the old arena, so its center must be at least R2 from the

edge of the old arena. We want the probability that we are within the new arena—that is, the probability

that our position is within R2 from the center of the new arena.

In the diagram below, the large black circle is the old arena and the red dot is an example position. e

blue dashed line and blue shaded area enclose all possible center points for the new arena; a sample new

arena is shown in blue. We want the probability that a random point within the blue shaded area is also

within radius R2 of our position; this radius is shown as a red dashed line and red shaded area.



It is easy to see that we want the probability of the new arena center falling within the intersection of the

red and blue dashed circles,  and that the radius of the blue dashed circle (represented by the green

dashed line) is R1 − R2. e probability of a random point in the blue dashed circle should be the area of

this intersection divided by the area of the blue dashed circle.  But how can we find the area of the

intersection?

The formula for the area
We can find the distance between the center of the blue and red circles fairly easily. e blue circle is

centered at (0, 0) and the red circle is centered at (X, Y), so the distance is 𝑑 = 𝑋� + 𝑌 �� .

e intersection  of  the  two circles  forms  an  asymmetric  lens hp://mathworld.wolfram.com/Lens.html .  You

probably don't know the formula for the area of an asymmetric lens (or, indeed, the term asymmetric
lens) off the top of your head. It is:

𝐴 = 𝑟�cos
�� ��+��−��

���� � + 𝑅�cos
�� ��+��−��

���� �− �
� −𝑑 + 𝑟 + 𝑅( ) 𝑑 + 𝑟 − 𝑅( ) 𝑑 − 𝑟 + 𝑅( ) 𝑑 + 𝑟 + 𝑅( )�

Note that it is possible for the red circle to fall entirely within the blue circle. In this case, the area of the

intersection is simply the area of the inner circle. is case is easily detected as it occurs when 𝑑 < �
� .

R₂

R₁

R₂



If we know this, we can solve the problem (arena.cpp):

#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>
#include <cstdio>

#ifndef M_PI
    #define M_PI 3.14159265358979323846264
#endif

int main() {
    int n;
    std::cin >> n;
    for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
        double r1, r2, x, y;
        std::cin >> r1 >> r2 >> x >> y;

        double d = sqrt(x * x + y * y);
        double r, R;
        r = r2;
        R = r1 - r2;
        double A;
        if(d < R / 2.0) {
            A = M_PI * r * r;
        }
        else {
            A =
                r * r * acos(
                    (d * d + r * r - R * R)
                    / (2 * d * r)
                )
                + R * R * acos(
                    (d * d + R * R - r * r)
                    / (2 * d * R)
                )
                - 0.5 * sqrt(
                    (-1 * d + r + R)
                    * (d + r - R)
                    * (d - r + R)
                    * (d + r + R)
                );
        }
        double p = A / (M_PI * R * R);
        if(std::isnan(p) || p > 1.0) printf("1.00\n"); // fix for certain test cases with very 
large arenas
        else printf("%.2f\n", p);
    }
}

I am fairly certain this solution is correct, but this problem is unavailable in any virtual judge at this time

so I cannot verify this.

Deriving this formula



Would a brute force solution work?
Unless you have this very document printed out, coming up with this formula during a competition is

probably not going to happen.

We only have to report the probability to two decimal places. Could we simply check very many points

where the new arena could be centered?

e circle containing possible center points for the new arena is obviously contained within the square

with corners (−R2, R2) and (R2, −R2). So let's test a whole bunch of points in that square for containment

in both circles:



Competitive Programming
February 7, 2019

Upcoming competitions

Friday, February 8, 10:00 am – noon: Topcoder SRM  (individual, online)

Saturday, February 9, 6:00 am – 8:00 am: Yahoo Programming Contest  (individual, online)

Saturday, February 9, 8:05 am – 10:05 am: Codeforces Round  (individual, online)

Saturday,  February  16:  Mercer  Spring  Programming  Contest  (teams  of  ,  Macon,  GA)  –  next

weekend! (Registered contestants: We're currently planning to leave at 2pm on Friday).

Friday, February 22,  11:00 am – Monday, February 25,  11:00 am – Microso Q# Coding Contest

Warm-Up Round (individual, online)

Friday, Mar 1, 11:00 am – Monday, Mar 4, 11:00 am – Microso Q# Coding Contest (individual,

online)

Saturday, Mar 2, noon – 5:00 pm: North American Invitational Programming Contest (teams of ,

online)

Problems for this week

Easy: Codeforces Problem E (from Round ) – Array and Segments (Easy version)

Medium: Codeforces Problem E (from Round ) – Array and Segments (Hard version)

Hard: Codeforces Problem F (from Round ) – Ivan and Burgers

Update on Arena Survival
e following brute force solution (arena-brute.cpp) completes in 50 ms on my machine—a long shot

from the 0.35 ms of the mathematical solution but probably still within the time limit—and seems to be

sufficiently accurate, so this is probably the intended solution:

#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>
#include <cstdio>

double distance(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2) {



    return sqrt((x1 - x2) * (x1 - x2) + (y1 - y2) * (y1 - y2));
}

int main() {
    int n;
    std::cin >> n;
    for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
        double r1, r2, x, y;
        std::cin >> r1 >> r2 >> x >> y;

        long long int hits, tests;
        hits = tests = 0;

        double epsilon = r1 / 1500.0; 
        // 1500 is the maximum divisor that seems to result in an acceptable runtime

        for(double x1 = -r1; x1 <= r1; x1 += epsilon) {
            for(double y1 = -r1; y1 <= r1; y1 += epsilon) {
                if(distance(x1, y1, 0, 0) > r1 - r2) {
                    // point is not a possible center for the new arena
                    continue;
                }
                tests++;
                if(distance(x1, y1, x, y) < r2) {
                    hits++;
                }
            }
        }

        double p = (double) hits / (double) tests;
        printf("%.2f\n", p);
    }
}

Array and Segments
is problem appeared on Codeforces Round  with two variants—one in which array a has maximum

length 300 and one in which array a  has maximum length 105.  As such, any solution to the "Hard"

variant will also be a solution to the "Easy" variant—but solutions to the "Easy" variant may not complete

within the time limit for the "Hard" variant.

A cursory glance at this problem suggests it is somewhat similar to "Long Long Strings," which we did

last semester. My solution to that problem is included in the notes from January . I'll post solutions to

Array and Segments here before next week.

Ivan and Burgers
ere are a couple things we can do to simplify this problem. First, the starting balance of Ivan's bank

account is 2����
− 1,  a number decidedly too large to work with comfortably (to store it would use



nearly  billion exabytes of memory, which is greater than the  MB limit imposed by Codeforces).

But since each transaction is a bitwise XOR on this balance rather than a subtraction, and the "price" of

each burger ≤ 10� < 2��, we need only concern ourselves with the lower 20 bits of the balance—the

upper 2��� − 21 bits cannot change. Furthermore, we know all bits of the balance are initally set to 1, so

for our purposes Ivan's balance is the much more wieldy 2�� − 1.

Since Ivan's starting balance contains only set bits, the final bitwise XOR to calculate his expenditure is

equivalent to a bitwise NOT. is means that to get the minimum final balance in his account, we need to

find the maximum value with which to XOR his balance.

An ineffective solution
Let's start by solving for one friend. We can develop an algorithm using very small numbers then extend

it to larger numbers later.

A simple test case with values of 3, 5, and 4 for ci demonstrates that a simple greedy algorithm tracking

the maximum expenditure aer each restaurant  will  not  work:  aer the first  shop,  we can spend a

maximum of 3 burles; aer the second shop, we can spend a maximum of 6 burles; but aer the third

shop, we can spend a maximum of 7 burles (by eating at the first and third shops)—if we already ate at

the first two shops to get an expenditure of 6 burles, eating here would reduce our total expenditure to 2

burles, so this algorithm would not select this shop.

We could  keep track  of  all  the  possible  expenditure  values  aer  eating at  each shop.  In  the  above

example, we can achieve any expenditure except for 1 burle with some combination of the three shops.

As previously discussed, we can spend a maximum of 2�� − 1 burles, so it is not unreasonable to store an

array of whether each value is reachable—if each boolean takes up one bit, the size of this array would be

262,144 bytes (of course, in C++ the behavior of an array or vector would be to store each boolean in its

own byte, but this still isn't near the  MB limit).

How long would this take? At each shop, we would have to read the entire array, xor-ing indices of true

values with that shop's price and seing the value at that index, so we'd be looking at up to a trillion

operations.  e compiler  would  probably  optimize  some  of  those  away,  but  it's  still  far  too  many,

particularly when we would have to do it for each of Ivan's , friends.

We could store a vector of reachable values and separately store the maximum reachable value. en we

can simply iterate over the vector at every shop, xor-ing values in the vector with the cost of that shop's

burger and updating the stored maximum reachable value as  needed.  Furthermore,  if  the maximum

reachable value reaches its maximum possible value of 2�� − 1, we can break out early:

#include <iostream>



#include <vector>

int main(void) {
int maxPossible = (1 << 21) - 1;
int n, q;
std::cin >> n;
int c[n];
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {

std::cin >> c[i];
}
std::cin >> q;
for(int i = 0; i < q; i++) {

int li, ri;
std::cin >> li >> ri;

std::vector<bool> reachable(maxPossible + 1, 0);
std::vector<int> reachableVector = {0};
int maxReachable = 0;
for(int j = li - 1; j < ri; j++) {

reachableVector.push_back(c[j]); // We can always reach this value by 
eating only here

if(c[j] > maxReachable) {
maxReachable = c[j];

}
for(int i = 0; i < reachableVector.size(); i++) { // can't use range-based 

for since we modify vector
int reachableValue = reachableVector.at(i);
int xord = reachableValue ^ c[j];
if(reachable.at(xord)) {

continue; // already reached
}
reachable.at(xord) = 1;
if(xord > maxReachable) {

maxReachable = xord;
if(xord == maxPossible) {

break;
}

}
reachableVector.push_back(xord);

}
if(maxReachable == maxPossible) {

break;
}

}

std::cout << maxReachable << '\n';
}

}

is program (burgers-partial.cpp) works, but even with one friend is a bit too slow when there are many

burger  joints.  An  input  file  (burgers_singlefriend.in)  generated  with  burgers.py  caused  it  to  take  3

minutes, 10 seconds  on my system—and the input file only had Ivan and his friend walk from joint

191,248 to joint 267,253, a tiny fraction of the possible 500,000-joint walk. With an actual maximal input,

it would take 18.8 years to complete even if the time complexity were linear, and since the number of



calculations at each restaurant increases when more restaurants have been visited previously, it could

potentially take millions of years.

Another approach
We want to find the maximum xor-summation of any subset of a given subarray of ci. We can do this by

maximizing the most significant bit, then maximizing the next bit out of the combinations that remain

aer maximizing the most significant bit, and so on.

For each bit, we know the result bit will be set if and only if we xor together an odd number of values

with this bit set. It does not maer how many values with this bit unset we xor together. So whenever

possible we want to come up with a subset of joints in which an odd number of elements have their most

significant bit set.

Since we don't need to know which burger joints yield the optimal solution, we can start by separating

the set of burger joints into a set of burger joints with the most significant bit set and another set of

those with the most significant bit unset. When the size of the former set is zero, we don't need to do

anything—we can simply continue to the next bit, as there's no way to get a value of  out of the most

significant bit. When it isn't zero, we will always want to use an odd number of the elements in that set.

If we implement this using brute force—checking every combination of an odd number of n> elements

—we'll have to recursively test ∑
� = �

�
� − �⌈ ⌉ �

��+�
� � combinations, a number which grows very quickly

with n (it can exceed 3.5 × 10������). So a simple recursive algorithm for that won't do.

If you think you know how to do this, here is a maximal input file for testing purposes: burgers.in

e  official  solution  involves  a  lot  of  linear  algebra  and  may  be  found  here

hps://codeforces.com/blog/entry/64545 .
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den2204's blog

Codeforces Round #532 (Div. 2) — Editorial

1100A - Roman and Browser
The constraints in this task allowed us to simply iterate over the closed tab and check the
answer, but we can solve it more quickly — calculate the sum for each value modulo  and
count the total sum for the whole array. After that, you just need to go through the module
tab numbers that we delete, and update the answer.

Complexity —  or .

1100B - Build a Contest
We will keep the arrays, how many problems are created for each specific complexity  —

 and how many problems have been created for the round  — . Then if we
create a task with complexity , we will recalculate ,

. Suppose we have already given  rounds. Then, after
adding the next task, we only need to check that , in this case we can held the
next round, otherwise not.

The complexity is .

1100C - NN and the Optical Illusion
Consider three circles — inner and two outer. Since all the circles are tangent, the sides of
the triangle constructed on the centers of the circles pass through the tangency points of
the circles. Denote by  the angle in an equilateral  -gon. Then . On the

other hand, . It can be noted that , i.e.

the function increases with . On this basis, a binary search can be used to find the

answer, or explicitly derive the formula 
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The complexity is  or .

1100D - Dasha and Chess
One of the possible strategies: the king goes to the center, then goes to the corner that he
has as few rooks as possible behind his back. The solution uses the Pigeonhole principle,
since in the largest corner and in two neighbors to it, the sum will be no less than

 rooks, i.e.  rooks, and since the king gets to the corner for 
of moves, he will definitely get under check of the rook.

1100E - Andrew and Taxi
Suppose we have  traffic controllers. They can turn all edges whose weight is less than or
equal to . Then let's remove all these edges from the graph, make a topological sorting of
the remaining graph, and orient the other edges in the order of topological sorting. If there
are cycles left in the graph after removing the edges, then we cannot get rid of them, having

 traffic controllers. Otherwise, by adding edges we will not add new loops. The parameter
 can be iterated through a binary search. Also in binary search, you can go through not all

possible values of , but only the values that are on the edges.

Complexity —  or .

1100F - Ivan and Burgers
Note that to answer on a segment, it is enough to know the basis of this segment, that is,
the minimum set of numbers, with which you can represent all the numbers that are
representable on this segment. Since , then the basis will be no more
than . To find the maximum number, run the Gauss algorithm for the basis so that there
is no pair of numbers in the basis for which the maximum bit is the same. Then the
maximum representable number can be obtained by the following algorithm: we will
consider the numbers starting from the maximum, and add them to the answer if they
increase the current answer.

The complete problem can be solved using the "divide and conquer" method: if we split the
segment in half, then all requests on it either completely lie into one of the segments, or
lieinto both. For requests that completely lie in one of the segments, we respond recursively.
For queries that fall in both segments, we combine two linear hulls —  and

. All linear hulls of the form  and  can
be obtained by adding vectors sequentially from right to left (on the right segment from left
to right).

An alternative solution was proposed at the contest. Note that a query on a segment is a
suffix of some array prefix. We will gradually increase the array prefix and maintain the
"maximally right" array basis (if for the current prefix we go right through to the left, then the
"maximally right" basis is the greedily typed basis of array values). When adding an
element, it can either not be presented in the current basis, then it must be added to the
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current basis. If we can represent the element, then it is necessary to find the left-most
element whose removal does not change the linear hull. This can be done by simulating
Gauss algorithm from right to left: the first representable element must be removed from the
basis. Since the basis is small, this operation can be done with each addition of a vector.
We can get the answer to the problem, since for the fixed right element, we know at what
point the basis changes as the left border moves from right to left.

Complexity is  or .
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Vovuh's blog

Codeforces Round #535 (Div. 3) Editorial

1108A - Two distinct points

Tutorial

1108A - Two distinct points
One of the possible answers is always a pair of endpoints of the given segments. So we
can add all endpoints to the array and iterate over all pairs of elements of this array and
check if the current pair is suitable or not.

Solution
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#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

int main() {

int t;

cin >> t;

for (int i = 0; i < t; ++i) {

int l1, r1, l2, r2;

cin >> l1 >> r1 >> l2 >> r2;

vector<int>a({l1, r1, l2, r2});

int ans1 = 0, ans2 = 0;

for (auto it : a) for (auto jt : a) {

if (l1 <= it && it <= r1 && l2 <= jt && jt <=

r2 && it != jt) {

ans1 = it;

VOVUH BLOG TEAMS SUBMISSIONS GROUPS CONTESTS PROBLEMSETTING



1108B - Divisors of Two Integers
Tutorial

1108B - Divisors of Two Integers
Let's take a look on the maximum element of the given array. Suddenly, this number is 
(or , the order doesn't matter). Okay, what would we do if we know  and merged list of
divisors of  and ? Let's remove all divisors of  and see what we got. The maximum
element in the remaining array is . So, the problem is solved.

Solution
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ans2 = jt;

}

}

cout << ans1 << " " << ans2 << endl;

}

return 0;

}

x
y x

x y x

y

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

int main() {

#ifdef _DEBUG

freopen("input.txt", "r", stdin);

// freopen("output.txt", "w", stdout);

#endif

int n;

cin >> n;

multiset<int> a;

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

int x;

cin >> x;

a.insert(x);

}

int x = *prev(a.end());



1108C - Nice Garland
Tutorial

1108C - Nice Garland
It is easy to see that any nice garland has one of the following  patterns:

"BGRBGR ... BGR";
"BRGBRG ... BRG";
"GBRGBR ... GBR";
"GRBGRB ... GRB";
"RBGRBG ... RBG";
"RGBRGB ... RGB";

We can hard-code all all this patterns or iterate over all these permutations of letters
"BGR" using three nested loops or standard language functions. We can calculate for
each pattern the cost to obtain such pattern from the given string and choose one with the
minimum cost.

Solution
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for (int i = 1; i <= x; ++i) {

if (x % i == 0) {

a.erase(a.find(i));

}

}

cout << x << " " << *prev(a.end()) << endl;

return 0;

}

6

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

int main() {

#ifdef _DEBUG

freopen("input.txt", "r", stdin);

// freopen("output.txt", "w", stdout);

#endif



1108D - Diverse Garland
Tutorial

1108D - Diverse Garland
Let's divide the initial string into blocks of consecutive equal letters. For example, if we
have the string "GGBBBRRBBBB" then have  blocks: the first block is two letters 'G', the
second one is three letters 'B', the third one is two letters 'R' and the last one is four letters
'B'.

Let's see at the current block (let it has the length ) and consider two cases.

The first case is when this block has odd length. Then it seems like "XXXXXXX". So,

int n;

string s;

cin >> n >> s;

vector<int> p(3);

iota(p.begin(), p.end(), 0);

string colors = "RGB";

string res = "";

int ans = 1e9;

do {

string t;

int cnt = 0;

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

t += colors[p[i % 3]];

cnt += t[i] != s[i];

}

if (ans > cnt) {

ans = cnt;

res = t;

}

} while (next_permutation(p.begin(), p.end()));

cout << ans << endl << res << endl;

return 0;

}

4

len



what is the minimum number of recolors we need to make this block correct? It is .
Why can we always make this block correct for such number of recolors? Because we
can recolor all 'X' at even positions to any 'Y' which differs from 'X'. So our block will be
look like "XYXYXYX".

The second case is when this block has even length. Then it seems like "XXXXYYY
... YYY" where 'Y' is the next block letter (if the next block exists, because the last
block doesn't have the next one). What is the minimum number of recolors in this case? It
is . How can we recolor this block to make it correct? Let's recolor all 'X' at even
positions (again) to any 'Z' which differs from 'X' and differs from 'Y'. So our block will be
look like "XZXZYYY ... YYY".

So all we have to do is to iterate over all blocks from left to right and apply the algorithm
above to recolor them.

Solution

⌊ ⌋len
2

len
2

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

int main() {

#ifdef _DEBUG

freopen("input.txt", "r", stdin);

// freopen("output.txt", "w", stdout);

#endif

int n;

string s;

cin >> n >> s;

int ans = 0;

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

int j = i;

while (j < n && s[i] == s[j]) {

++j;

}

string q = "RGB";

q.erase(q.find(s[i]), 1);

if (j < n) q.erase(q.find(s[j]), 1);

for (int k = i + 1; k < j; k += 2) {

++ans;

s[k] = q[0];



1108E1 - Array and Segments (Easy version)
Tutorial

1108E1 - Array and Segments (Easy version)
Let's divide all segments to four classes. The first class contains segments which covers
both minimum and maximum values (the answer) of the resulting array, the second class
contains segments which covers only minimum value of the resulting array, the third class
contains segments which covers only maximum value of the resulting array and the fourth
class contains segments which covers neither maximum nor minimum of the resulting
array.

We can easy see that we cannot increase the answer if we apply segments of first and
third classes. What is common in this two classes? Right, both of them are cover
maximum value.

So we can came up with the solution in  or  (depends on
implementation). Let's iterate over position of the supposed maximum value and apply all
segments which not cover it. It can be done in  with straight-forward
implementation or in  using prefix sums. After we apply all needed
segments we can try to update the answer with the value of the obtained array.

Solution

}

i = j - 1;

}

cout << ans << endl << s << endl;

return 0;

}

O( m)n2 O(n(n + m))

O( m)n2

O(n(n + m))

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

mt19937 rnd(time(NULL));

const int INF = 1e9;

int main() {

#ifdef _DEBUG



freopen("input.txt", "r", stdin);

// freopen("output.txt", "w", stdout);

#endif

int n, m;

cin >> n >> m;

vector<int> a(n);

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

cin >> a[i];

}

vector<pair<int, int>> b(m);

for (int i = 0; i < m; ++i) {

cin >> b[i].first >> b[i].second;

--b[i].first;

--b[i].second;

}

int ans = *max_element(a.begin(), a.end()) -

*min_element(a.begin(), a.end());

vector<int> res;

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

vector<int> add(n + 1);

vector<int> cur;

for (int j = 0; j < m; ++j) {

if (!(b[j].first <= i && i <= b[j].second)) {

cur.push_back(j);

for (int k = b[j].first; k <=

b[j].second; ++k) {

--add[k];

}

}

}

int mn = INF, mx = -INF;

for (int j = 0; j < n; ++j) {

mn = min(mn, a[j] + add[j]);

mx = max(mx, a[j] + add[j]);

}

if (ans < mx - mn) {

ans = mx - mn;

res = cur;

}

}



1108E2 - Array and Segments (Hard version)
Tutorial

1108E2 - Array and Segments (Hard version)
This tutorial is based on the previous problem (easy version) tutorial.

At first, I want to say I know that this problem and this approach can be implemented in
 with segment tree.

So, we iterate over all supposed maximums in the array and trying to apply all segments
not covering our current element. How do we can calculate the answer for each element
if this element is the supposed maximum?

Let's divide all segments we apply into two parts: the first part consists of segments such
that their right endpoints is less than the current position and the second part consists of
segments such that their left endpoints is greater than the current position. Then let's
independently calculate answers for the left and for the right parts and merge them to
obtain the answer.

I will consider only first part of the solution (first part of segments) because the second
part is absolutely symmetric with it.

Let's maintain the minimum value on prefix of the array (let it be  and initially it equals
to ), maintain the array  of length  (initially its values are  and 
means the answer if the -th element of the array will be supposed maximum) and the
array  of length , where  will be the value for which we decrease the -th
element (in other words, the number of segments we apply to the -th element).

What do we do for the current position ? Firstly, let's update the answer for it with the
value  (in other words, set

)). Then let's apply all segments with right
endpoints equals to the current position straight-forward and update the value  with
each new value of covered elements. Just iterate over all positions  of each segment
ends in the current position, make  and set

. And don't forget to update the value  with the

cout << ans << endl << res.size() << endl;

shuffle(res.begin(), res.end(), rnd);

for (auto it : res) cout << it + 1 << " ";

cout << endl;

return 0;

}

O(m log n)

mn
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value  after all changes (because we need to update this value with each
element not covered by segments too).

So then let's do the same from right to left and then  will mean the answer if the
-th element is the supposed maximum in the resulting array. Then we can find any

position of the maximum in the array  and apply all segments which don't cover this
position.

What is time complexity of the solution above? We iterate over all elements in the array,
this is  and apply each segment in , so the final time complexity is

.

Solution

+ adai di

ansvi

i
ansv

O(n) O(n)
O(n + nm) = O(nm)

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

mt19937 rnd(time(NULL));

const int INF = 1e9;

int main() {

#ifdef _DEBUG

freopen("input.txt", "r", stdin);

// freopen("output.txt", "w", stdout);

#endif

int n, m;

cin >> n >> m;

vector<int> a(n);

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

cin >> a[i];

}

vector<pair<int, int>> b(m);

vector<vector<int>> lf(n), rg(n);

for (int i = 0; i < m; ++i) {

cin >> b[i].first >> b[i].second;

--b[i].first;

--b[i].second;

lf[b[i].second].push_back(b[i].first);

rg[b[i].first].push_back(b[i].second);



}

vector<int> ansv(n, -INF);

vector<int> add(n + 1 , 0);

int mn = a[0];

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

ansv[i] = max(ansv[i], a[i] - mn);

for (auto l : lf[i]) {

for (int j = l; j <= i; ++j) {

--add[j];

mn = min(mn, a[j] + add[j]);

}

}

mn = min(mn, a[i] + add[i]);

}

add = vector<int>(n + 1, 0);

mn = a[n - 1];

for (int i = n - 1; i >= 0; --i) {

ansv[i] = max(ansv[i], a[i] - mn);

for (auto r : rg[i]) {

for (int j = i; j <= r; ++j) {

--add[j];

mn = min(mn, a[j] + add[j]);

}

}

mn = min(mn, a[i] + add[i]);

}

int ans = *max_element(ansv.begin(), ansv.end());

vector<int> res;

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

if (ansv[i] == ans) {

for (int j = 0; j < m; ++j) {

if (!(b[j].first <= i && i <=

b[j].second)) {

res.push_back(j);

}



1108F - MST Unification
Tutorial

1108F - MST Unification
The first (and the most straight-forward) approach is to construct MST with any suitable
algorithm, build LCA with the maximum edge on a path with binary lifting technique and
then we have to increase the answer for each edge  such that 
equals to the maximum edge on a path between  and  in MST.

The second (and the most pretty and easy to implement) solution is the improved Kruskal
algorithm.

Let's do Kruskal algorithm on the given edges. Sort them, and let's consider all edges of
the same weight at once. They can be divided into two classes. The first class contains
edges which connect nothing and the second class contains edges which can connect
something.

Let the number of edges of current weight be , edges of the current weight of the first
class be  and edges with of current weight of the second class be . Okay, we
can just skip the first class because it will never increase the answer. How to calculate
useless edges of the second class? Let's try to merge all components connected with
edges of the second class. Suppose we make  merges. Then we have to increase
weights of all remaining edges by one. So we add to the answer the value  and
go to the next weight.

Why is this right? This is right because if the edge of the second class cannot connect
anything because of the previously considered edges then the maximum on a path
between endpoints of this edge equals to this edge weight. So we have to increase the
weight of this edge by one. If we didn't do it we would be able to replace the edge
connects these components with our edge. And it is obvious that this edge is totally
useless with the weight increased by one.

}

break;

}

}

cout << ans << endl << res.size() << endl;

shuffle(res.begin(), res.end(), rnd);

for (auto it : res) cout << it + 1 << " ";

cout << endl;

return 0;

}
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Time complexity is  because of edges sorting.

Solution

O(m log m)

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

#define x first

#define y second

vector<int> p, rk;

int getp(int v) {

if (v == p[v]) return v;

return p[v] = getp(p[v]);

}

bool merge(int v, int u) {

u = getp(u);

v = getp(v);

if (u == v) return false;

if (rk[u] < rk[v]) swap(u, v);

rk[u] += rk[v];

p[v] = u;

return true;

}

int main() {

#ifdef _DEBUG

freopen("input.txt", "r", stdin);

// freopen("output.txt", "w", stdout);

#endif

ios_base::sync_with_stdio(0);

int n, m;

cin >> n >> m;



Tutorial of Codeforces Round #535 (Div. 3)

535, codeforces, third division, tutorial

p = vector<int>(n);

iota(p.begin(), p.end(), 0);

rk = vector<int>(n, 1);

vector<pair<pair<int, int>, int>> e(m);

for (int i = 0; i < m; ++i) {

cin >> e[i].x.x >> e[i].x.y >> e[i].y;

--e[i].x.x;

--e[i].x.y;

}

sort(e.begin(), e.end(), [](pair<pair<int, int>, int> a,

pair<pair<int, int>, int> b) {

return a.y < b.y;

});

int ans = 0;

for (int i = 0; i < m; ++i) {

int j = i;

while (j < m && e[i].y == e[j].y) {

++j;

}

int cnt = j - i;

for (int k = i; k < j; ++k) {

if (getp(e[k].x.x) == getp(e[k].x.y)) {

--cnt;

}

}

for (int k = i; k < j; ++k) {

cnt -= merge(e[k].x.x, e[k].x.y);

}

ans += cnt;

i = j - 1;

}

cout << ans << endl;

return 0;

}
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Codeforces Round #538 (Div. 2) Editorial

Model solutions are now available.
GreenGrape and I will write more about problem F, including an alternative data structures
(still quite tight on time limit) ;)

1114A - Got Any Grapes?
Author: Akikaze, GreenGrape
Development: Akikaze, GreenGrape, neko_nyaa
Editorialist: Akikaze

Tutorial

First of all, we can see the grape preference is hierarchically inclusive: the grapes' types
Andrew enjoys are some of those that Dmitry does, and Dmitry's favorites are included in
Michal's.

Let's distribute the grapes to satisfy Andrew first, then to Dmitry, then Michal. If any of the
following criteria is not satisfied (which means one of our friends is not happy), then we can
immediately say that no distributions are available:

Andrew must have at least a green grapes. So we need, x ≤ a.
Dmitry can have purple grapes and/or the remaining green grapes. In other words,
y ≤ a + b - x (the minus x is because x green grapes have been given to Andrew
already).
Michal can have grapes of any kinds. In other words, z ≤ a + b + c - x - y (similar
explanations like above for both minus x and minus y).

If all three criteria are satisfied, then a grape distribution is possible.

Total complexity: .
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Solution (Akikaze)

Submission link: 49737634

Source code in plain text

1114B - Yet Another Array Partitioning Task
Author: xuanquang1999
Development: Akikaze, xuanquang1999
Editorialist: xuanquang1999, neko_nyaa

Tutorial
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#pragma comment(linker, "/stack:247474112")

#pragma GCC optimize("Ofast")

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

#define endl '\n'

int x, y, z, a, b, c;

void Input() {

cin >> x >> y >> z;

cin >> a >> b >> c;

}

void Solve() {

if (x > a) {cout << "NO\n"; return;}

if (x + y > a + b) {cout << "NO\n"; return;}

if (x + y + z > a + b + c) {cout << "NO\n"; return;}

cout << "YES\n";

}

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {

ios_base::sync_with_stdio(0);

cin.tie(NULL); Input(); Solve();

return 0;

}





In a perfect scenario, the maximum beauty of the original array is just a sum of m·k largest
elements.

In fact, such scenario is always available regardless of the elements.

Let's denote A as the set of these m·k largest elements. The solution for us will be dividing
the array into k segments, such that each segment contains exactly m elements of A. Just
make a split between corresponding elements in the set A.

Depending on the way we find m·k largest elements, the time complexity might differ.

If we simply do so after sorting the entire array by usual means, the time complexity will be
.

However, we can use std::nth_element  function instead of sorting the entire array.
The idea is to sort the array in such a way that, every elements not higher than a value v will
be stored in the left side, other elements will stay on the right, and this works in linear time
(a.k.a.  time complexity).

An example implementation of such ordering can be shown here.

Solution (xuanquang1999)

Submission link: 49737896

Source code in plain text
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#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

typedef pair<int, int> pii;

typedef long long ll;

int main() {

    ios_base::sync_with_stdio(0); cin.tie(NULL);

int n, m, k;

    cin >> n >> m >> k;

    vector<pii> a(n);

for(int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

        cin >> a[i].first;





1114C - Trailing Loves (or L'oeufs?)
Author: Akikaze
Development: Akikaze, majk, _kun_
Editorialist: Akikaze

Tutorial

The problem can be reduced to the following: finding the maximum r that n ! is divisible by
b .

By prime factorization, we will have the following: b = p ·p ·...·p .

In a similar manner, we will also have: n ! = p ·p ·...·p ·Q (with Q being coprime to
any p  presented above).

The process of finding p , p , ..., p , y , y , ..., y  can be done by normal prime
factorization of the value b.

        a[i].second = i;

}

    sort(a.begin(), a.end(), greater<pii>());

    vector<int> ind(m*k);

    ll sumBeauty = 0;

for(int i = 0; i < m*k; ++i) {

        sumBeauty += a[i].first;

        ind[i] = a[i].second;

}

    sort(ind.begin(), ind.end());

    vector<int> division(k-1);

for(int i = 0; i < k-1; ++i)

        division[i] = ind[(i+1)*m - 1];

    cout << sumBeauty << endl;

for(int p: division)

        cout << p + 1 << " ";

return 0;

}
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The process of finding x , x , ..., x  is a little bit more tricky since the integer they were
originated (n !) is too huge to be factorized manually. Still the factorial properties gave us
another approach: for each p , we can do the following:

Initially, denote x = 0.

Repeatedly do the following: add  to x , then divide n by p . The loop ends when n
is zero.

After all, we can obtain the final value r as of following: .

Total complexity:  (as the number of prime factors of an

integer b will not surpass ).

Solution (Akikaze)

Submission link: 49738076

Source code in plain text

1 2 m
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i

i i

#pragma comment(linker, "/stack:247474112")

#pragma GCC optimize("Ofast")

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

#define endl '\n'

long long n, b;

void Input() {

cin >> n >> b;

}

void Solve() {

long long ans = 1000000000000000000LL;

for (long long i=2; i<=b; i++) {

if (1LL * i * i > b) i = b;

int cnt = 0;

while (b % i == 0) {b /= i; cnt++;}

if (cnt == 0) continue;

long long tmp = 0, mul = 1;

while (mul <= n / i) {mul *= i; tmp += n / mul;}





1114D - Flood Fill
Author: neko_nyaa
Development: Akikaze, neko_nyaa, _kun_
Editorialist: neko_nyaa, _kun_

Tutorial

This problem was inspired by the game Flood-it. It is apparently NP-hard. You can try out
the game here. https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/\%7Esgtatham/puzzles/js/flood.html

The first solution is rather straightforward. Suppose squares [L, R] are flooded, then
they are either of color c  or c . We can define  as the minimum number of
moves required to make the segment [L, R] monochromic:

 is the least moves required to make the segment having color c .
 is the least moves required to make the segment having color c .

The second solution, which is the author's intended solution, is less so. Note that the
size of the component doesn't matter, so first "compress" the array so that every adjacent
elements are different. We will work on this compressed array instead.

We want to maximize the number of turns that we can fill two adjacent squares instead of
one. From a starting square, this maximum number of "saved" turns is equal to the longest
common subsequence (LCS) of the array expanding to the two sides. The answer is the N
— (maximum LCS over all starting squares)

This is equivalent to finding the longest odd size palindrome subsequence. In fact, it is the
longest palindrome subsequence. For every even-sized palindrome subsequence, since
adjacent elements are different, we can just insert an element in the middle and obtain a
longer palindrome subsequence.

To find the longest palindrome subsequence, we can make a reversed copy of the array and
find LCS of it with the original array.

ans = min(ans, tmp / cnt);

}

cout << ans << endl;

}

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {

ios_base::sync_with_stdio(0); cin.tie(NULL);

Input(); Solve(); return 0;

}

L R

L

R





Alternatively, we can also use the first solution on the compressed array, without needing
the third parameter.

Time complexity: .

Solution 1 (_kun_)

Submission link: 49738289

Source code in plain text

// Dmitry _kun_ Sayutin (2019)

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using std::cin;

using std::cout;

using std::cerr;

using std::vector;

using std::map;

using std::array;

using std::set;

using std::string;

using std::pair;

using std::make_pair;

using std::tuple;

using std::make_tuple;

using std::get;

using std::min;

using std::abs;

using std::max;

using std::swap;

using std::unique;

using std::sort;

using std::generate;

using std::reverse;

using std::min_element;

using std::max_element;





#ifdef LOCAL

#define LASSERT(X) assert(X)

#else

#define LASSERT(X) {}

#endif

template <typename T>

T input() {

    T res;

    cin >> res;

    LASSERT(cin);

return res;

}

template <typename IT>

void input_seq(IT b, IT e) {

    std::generate(b, e, input<typename

std::remove_reference<decltype(*b)>::type>);

}

#define SZ(vec) int((vec).size())

#define ALL(data)       data.begin(),data.end()

#define RALL(data)      data.rbegin(),data.rend()

#define TYPEMAX(type)   std::numeric_limits<type>::max()

#define TYPEMIN(type)   std::numeric_limits<type>::min()

int dp[5000][5000][2];

int main() {

    std::iostream::sync_with_stdio(false);

    cin.tie(nullptr);

    cout.tie(nullptr);

// code here

int n = input<int>();

    vector<int> a(n);

    input_seq(ALL(a));

for (int i = 0; i != n; ++i)

for (int j = 0; j != n; ++j)





Solution 2 (neko_nyaa)

Submission link: 49738394

Source code in plain text

            dp[i][j][0] = dp[i][j][1] = (i == j ? 0 : TYPEMAX(int) /

2);

    

for (int r = 0; r != n; ++r)

for (int l = r; l >= 0; --l)

for (int it = 0; it != 2; ++it) {

int c = (it == 0 ? a[l] : a[r]);

                

if (l)

                    dp[l - 1][r][0] = min(dp[l - 1][r][0],

dp[l][r][it] + int(c != a[l - 1]));

if (r + 1 != n)

                    dp[l][r + 1][1] = min(dp[l][r + 1][1],

dp[l][r][it] + int(c != a[r + 1]));

}

    cout << min(dp[0][n - 1][0], dp[0][n - 1][1]) << "\n";

    

return 0;

}

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

const int maxN = 5008;

int n;

int dp[maxN][maxN];

vector<int> a(1), b;

vector<int> ans;

void input() {

cin >> n;

for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {

int x; cin >> x;





1114E - Arithmetic Progression
Author: Akikaze
Development: Akikaze, GreenGrape
Editorialist: Akikaze, xuanquang1999

Tutorial

The >  query type allows you to find the max value of the array through binary searching,
which will cost  queries.

if (x != a.back()) a.push_back(x);

}

n = a.size() - 1;

b = a;

reverse(b.begin() + 1, b.end());

}

void solve() {

for (int i = 1; i <= n; i++) {

for (int j = 1; j <= n; j++) {

if (a[i] == b[j]) {dp[i][j] = dp[i-1][j-1] +

1;}

else {dp[i][j] = max(dp[i-1][j], dp[i][j-

1]);}

}

}

}

void output() {

cout << n - (dp[n][n] + 1)/2 << '\n';

}

int main() {

input();

solve();

output();

return 0;

}





The remaining queries will be spent for the queries of the ?  type to get some random
elements of the array. d will be calculated as greatest common divisors of all difference
between all consecutive elements, provided all elements found (yes, including the max

one) is kept into a list sorted by increasing order.

Having d  and max , we can easily find the min  value: min =max - d·(n - 1).

The number of allowed queries seem small (30 queries to be exact), yet it's enough for us
to have reasonable probability of passing the problem.

By some maths, we can find out the probability of our solution to fail being relatively small —
approximately 1.86185·10 .

Proof on the probability, written by xuanquang1999

For simplicity, assumed that the sequence a is [0, 1, 2, ..., n - 1]. Suppose that we
randomly (and uniformly) select a subsequence S containing k elements from sequence a
(when k is the number of ?  query asked). Denote S = [s , s , ..., s ].

Let D the GCD of all difference between consecutive elements in S. In other word,
. Our solution will success if D = 1 and will fail

otherwise. Let P the probability that our solution will pass (D = 1). Then the failing
probability is 1 - P.

We will apply Möbius inversion to calculate P: Let f(x) the probability that D is divisible by

x. Then,  (where μ(x) is the Möbius function).

Now we need to calculate f(x). It can be shown that D is divisible by x if and only if
 for all 2 ≤ i ≤ k. In other word, there is some r from 0 to x - 1

such that  for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Let g(r) the number of ways to select a subsequence S such that  for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then, according to definition:

The denominator is simply . To calculate g(r), notice that for each i, the value of s  can
be x·j + r for some integer j. In other word, S must be a subsequence of the sequence
a = [r, x + r, 2x + r, ...]. Let .

If , a  has q + 1 elements. Therefore, 
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If , a  has q elements. Therefore, .

In summary:

The complexity of this calculating method is O(n). My implementation of the above
method can be found here.

Keep in mind to use a good random number generator and a seed which is hard to obtain,
thus making your solution truly random and not falling into corner cases.

Some of the tutorials of neal might be helpful:

Don't use rand(): a guide to random number generators in C++
How randomized solutions can be hacked, and how to make your solution unhackable

Solution (Akikaze)

Submission link: 49739271

Source code in plain text

r

#pragma comment(linker, "/stack:247474112")

#pragma GCC optimize("Ofast")

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

#define endl '\n'

mt19937 

rng32(chrono::steady_clock::now().time_since_epoch().count());

int n, Max = -1000000000, d = 0;

int queryRemaining = 60; vector<int> id;

void findMax() {

int top = -1000000000, bot = +1000000000;

while (top <= bot) {

int hasHigher;





int mid = (top + bot) / 2;

cout << "> " << mid << endl;

fflush(stdout); cin >> hasHigher;

queryRemaining--;

if (hasHigher) top = mid + 1;

else {bot = mid - 1; Max = mid;}

}

}

void findD() {

vector<int> List; int RandomRange = n;

while (queryRemaining > 0 && RandomRange > 0) {

int demandedIndex = rng32() % RandomRange;

cout << "? " << id[demandedIndex] << endl;

fflush(stdout);

int z; cin >> z; List.push_back(z);

RandomRange--; queryRemaining--;

swap(id[demandedIndex], id[RandomRange]);

}

sort(List.begin(), List.end());

if (List.back() != Max) List.push_back(Max);

for (int i=1; i<List.size(); i++) {

d = __gcd(d, List[i] - List[i-1]);

}

}

void Input() {

cin >> n; id.resize(n);

for (int i=0; i<n; i++) id[i] = i+1;

}

void Solve() {

findMax(); findD();

int Min = Max - d * (n - 1);

cout << "! " << Min << " " << d;

cout << endl; fflush(stdout);

}

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {

ios_base::sync_with_stdio(0);

Input(); Solve(); return 0;

}





1114F - Please, another Queries on Array?
Author: Akikaze, _kun_
Development: Akikaze, GreenGrape, _kun_
Editorialist: Akikaze, GreenGrape, _kun_

Tutorial

There's a few fundamentals about Euler's totient we need to know:

φ(p) = p - 1 and φ(p ) = p ·(p - 1), provided p is a prime number and k is a positive
integer. You can easily prove these equations through the definition of the function itself.
Euler's totient is a multiplicative function. f(x) is considered a multiplicative function
when  means f(a)·f(b) = f(a·b).

Keep in mind that we can rewrite φ(p ) as of following: .

Let's denote P as the set of prime factors of .

Thus, the answer for each query will simply be: .

So, for each query we'll need to know the product of the elements, and which primes are
included in that product.

There are a few ways to work around with it. One of the most effective way is as following:

Create a product segment tree to maintain the segment products.

Since  only depends on the appearance or non-appearance of the primes, and

the constraints guaranteed us to have at most 62 prime factors, we can use bitmasks
and an or-sum segment tree to maintain this part.

Also, the bitmasks and range products can be maintained in a sqrt-decomposition fashion
(please refer to GreenGrape's solution), making each query's complexity to be somewhat
around . Still, this complexity is quite high and surpassed time limit on a pretty thin
margin.

Complexity for initializing segment trees: .

Complexity for each update query: .

Complexity for each return query: .

k k - 1

k





Solution 1a (_kun_)

Submission link: 49739509

Source code in plain text

// Dmitry _kun_ Sayutin (2019)

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using std::cin;

using std::cout;

using std::cerr;

using std::vector;

using std::map;

using std::array;

using std::set;

using std::string;

using std::pair;

using std::make_pair;

using std::tuple;

using std::make_tuple;

using std::get;

using std::min;

using std::abs;

using std::max;

using std::swap;

using std::unique;

using std::sort;

using std::generate;

using std::reverse;

using std::min_element;

using std::max_element;

#ifdef LOCAL

#define LASSERT(X) assert(X)

#else





#define LASSERT(X) {}

#endif

template <typename T>

T input() {

    T res;

    cin >> res;

    LASSERT(cin);

return res;

}

template <typename IT>

void input_seq(IT b, IT e) {

    std::generate(b, e, input<typename

std::remove_reference<decltype(*b)>::type>);

}

#define SZ(vec) int((vec).size())

#define ALL(data)       data.begin(),data.end()

#define RALL(data)      data.rbegin(),data.rend()

#define TYPEMAX(type)   std::numeric_limits<type>::max()

#define TYPEMIN(type)   std::numeric_limits<type>::min()

const int mod = 1000 * 1000 * 1000 + 7;

int add(int a, int b) {

return (a + b >= mod ? a + b - mod : a + b);

}

int sub(int a, int b) {

return (a >= b ? a - b : mod + a - b);

}

int mult(int a, int b) {

return (int64_t(a) * b) % mod;

}

int fpow(int a, int n, int r = 1) {

while (n) {

if (n % 2)

            r = mult(r, a);





        n /= 2;

        a = mult(a, a);

}

return r;

}

const int max_n = 4.1e5;

int tree[4 * max_n];

int modif[4 * max_n];

int64_t pmask[4 * max_n], pushmask[4 * max_n];

vector<int> primes, revprimes;

void build(int v, int l, int r, vector<int>& a) {

    modif[v] = 1;

    

if (l == r - 1) {

        tree[v] = a[l];

for (int i = 0; i != SZ(primes); ++i)

if (a[l] % primes[i] == 0)

                pmask[v] |= (int64_t(1) << int64_t(i));

} else {

int m = l + (r - l) / 2;

        build(2 * v + 1, l, m, a);

        build(2 * v + 2, m, r, a);

        tree[v] = mult(tree[2 * v + 1], tree[2 * v + 2]);

        pmask[v] = pmask[2 * v + 1] | pmask[2 * v + 2];

}

}

void push(int v, int vl, int vr) {

if (modif[v] != 1)

        tree[v] = fpow(modif[v], vr - vl, tree[v]);

    pmask[v] |= pushmask[v];

    

if (vl != vr - 1) {

        modif[2 * v + 1] = mult(modif[2 * v + 1], modif[v]);





        modif[2 * v + 2] = mult(modif[2 * v + 2], modif[v]);

        pushmask[2 * v + 1] |= pushmask[v];

        pushmask[2 * v + 2] |= pushmask[v];

}

    modif[v] = 1;

    pushmask[v] = 0;

}

pair<int, int64_t> get(int v, int vl, int vr, int l, int r) {

if (vr <= l or r <= vl)

return make_pair<int, int64_t>(1, 0);

    

    push(v, vl, vr);

if (l <= vl and vr <= r)

return make_pair(tree[v], pmask[v]);

int vm = vl + (vr - vl) / 2;

    

auto r1 = get(2 * v + 1, vl, vm, l, r);

auto r2 = get(2 * v + 2, vm, vr, l, r);

return make_pair(mult(r1.first, r2.first), r1.second |

r2.second);

}

void multiply(int v, int vl, int vr, int l, int r, int x, int64_t

mask) {

if (vr <= l or r <= vl)

return;

    push(v, vl, vr);

    

if (l <= vl and vr <= r) {

        pushmask[v] = mask;

        modif[v] = x;

return;

}

int vm = vl + (vr - vl) / 2;





    

    multiply(2 * v + 1, vl, vm, l, r, x, mask);

    multiply(2 * v + 2, vm, vr, l, r, x, mask);

    pmask[v] = pmask[2 * v + 1] | pmask[2 * v + 2] | pushmask[2 * v +

1] | pushmask[2 * v + 2];

    tree[v] = fpow(x, min(vr, r) - max(l, vl), tree[v]);

}

int main() {

    std::iostream::sync_with_stdio(false);

    cin.tie(nullptr);

    cout.tie(nullptr);

// code here

for (int i = 2; i <= 300; ++i) {

bool ok = true;

for (int j = 2; j * j <= i and ok; ++j)

if (i % j == 0)

                ok = false;

if (ok) {

            primes.push_back(i);

            revprimes.push_back(fpow(i, mod - 2));

}

}

int n = input<int>();

int q = input<int>();

    vector<int> a(n);

    input_seq(ALL(a));

    build(0, 0, n, a);

for (int it = 0; it != q; ++it) {

if (input<string>() == "TOTIENT") {

int l = input<int>() - 1;

int r = input<int>() - 1;

            

            pair<int, uint64_t> prod = get(0, 0, n, l, r + 1);





Solution 1b (Akikaze) [literally kun's solution, yet shorter, and a bit uglier :P]

Submission link: 49740091

Source code in plain text

for (int i = 0; i != SZ(primes); ++i)

if (prod.second & (int64_t(1) << int64_t(i)))

                    prod.first = mult(mult(prod.first, primes[i] -

1), revprimes[i]);

            cout << prod.first << "\n";

} else {

int l = input<int>() - 1;

int r = input<int>() - 1;

int x = input<int>();

int64_t msk = 0;

for (int i = 0; i != SZ(primes); ++i)

if (x % primes[i] == 0)

                    msk |= (int64_t(1) << int64_t(i));

            multiply(0, 0, n, l, r + 1, x, msk);

}

}

    

return 0;

}

#pragma comment(linker, "/stack:247474112")

#pragma GCC optimize("Ofast")

#include <bits/stdc++.h>

using namespace std;

#define endl '\n'

const int Mod = 1000000007;

int prime[] =

{2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31,37,41,43,47,53,59,61,67,71,73,79,83,89,

97,101,103,107,109,113,127,131,137

,139,149,151,157,163,167,173,179,181,191,193,197,199,211,223,227,229,





233,239,241,251,257,263,269,271,277,281,283,293}; // (size = 62)

int modPow(int a, int b) {

int res = 1;

while (b > 0) {

if (b % 2 == 0) {a = (1LL * a * a) % Mod; b /= 2;}

else {res = (1LL * res * a) % Mod; b -= 1;}

}

return res;

}

struct ProTree {

vector<int> Tree, Lazy;

ProTree() {}

ProTree(int n) {Tree.resize(n*4, 1); Lazy.resize(n*4, 1);}

void Propagate(int node, int st, int en) {

if (Lazy[node] == 1) return;

Tree[node] = (1LL * Tree[node] * modPow(Lazy[node],

(en - st + 1))) % Mod;

if (st != en) {

Lazy[node*2+1] = (1LL * Lazy[node*2+1] *

Lazy[node]) % Mod;

Lazy[node*2+2] = (1LL * Lazy[node*2+2] *

Lazy[node]) % Mod;

}

Lazy[node] = 1;

}

void Multiply(int node, int st, int en, int L, int R, int

val) {

Propagate(node, st, en);

if (st > en || en < L || R < st) return;

if (L <= st && en <= R) {

Lazy[node] = (1LL * Lazy[node] * val) % Mod;

Propagate(node, st, en); return;

}

Multiply(node*2+1, st, (st+en)/2+0, L, R, val);

Multiply(node*2+2, (st+en)/2+1, en, L, R, val);

Tree[node] = (1LL * Tree[node*2+1] * Tree[node*2+2])

% Mod;

}





int Product(int node, int st, int en, int L, int R) {

Propagate(node, st, en);

if (st > en || en < L || R < st) return 1;

if (L <= st && en <= R) return Tree[node];

int p1 = Product(node*2+1, st, (st+en)/2+0, L, R);

int p2 = Product(node*2+2, (st+en)/2+1, en, L, R);

return ((1LL * p1 * p2) % Mod);

}

};

struct OrTree {

vector<long long> Tree, Lazy;

OrTree() {}

OrTree(int n) {Tree.resize(n*4); Lazy.resize(n*4);}

void Propagate(int node, int st, int en) {

if (Lazy[node] == 0) return;

Tree[node] |= Lazy[node];

if (st != en) {

Lazy[node*2+1] |= Lazy[node];

Lazy[node*2+2] |= Lazy[node];

}

Lazy[node] = 0;

}

void Update(int node, int st, int en, int L, int R, long long

val) {

Propagate(node, st, en);

if (st > en || en < L || R < st) return;

if (L <= st && en <= R) {

Lazy[node] |= val;

Propagate(node, st, en); return;

}

Update(node*2+1, st, (st+en)/2+0, L, R, val);

Update(node*2+2, (st+en)/2+1, en, L, R, val);

Tree[node] = (Tree[node*2+1] | Tree[node*2+2]);

}

long long Or(int node, int st, int en, int L, int R) {

Propagate(node, st, en);

if (st > en || en < L || R < st) return 0;





if (L <= st && en <= R) return Tree[node];

long long p1 = Or(node*2+1, st, (st+en)/2+0, L, R);

long long p2 = Or(node*2+2, (st+en)/2+1, en, L, R);

return (p1 | p2);

}

};

int N, Q, l, r, x; string cmd;

vector<int> invPrime(62);

vector<int> A; ProTree PrTree; OrTree OSTree;

vector<long long> Mask(301, 0);

void PreprocessMask() {

for (int z=1; z<=300; z++) {

for (int i=0; i<62; i++) {

if (z % prime[i] != 0) continue;

Mask[z] |= (1LL << i);

}

}

}

void Input() {

for (int i=0; i<62; i++) invPrime[i] = modPow(prime[i], Mod-2);

PreprocessMask();

cin >> N >> Q; A.resize(N); PrTree = ProTree(N); OSTree =

OrTree(N);

for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {

cin >> A[i];

PrTree.Multiply(0, 0, N-1, i, i, A[i]);

OSTree.Update(0, 0, N-1, i, i, Mask[A[i]]);

}

}

void Solve() {

while (Q--) {

cin >> cmd >> l >> r; l--; r--;

if (cmd == "MULTIPLY") {

cin >> x;

PrTree.Multiply(0, 0, N-1, l, r, x);

OSTree.Update(0, 0, N-1, l, r, Mask[x]);

}

else if (cmd == "TOTIENT") {





Solution 2 (GreenGrape)

Submission link: 49739611

Source code in plain text

int res = PrTree.Product(0, 0, N-1, l, r);

long long SegMask = OSTree.Or(0, 0, N-1, l,

r);

for (int i=0; i<62; i++) {

    if ((SegMask & (1LL << i)) == 0)

continue;

    res = (1LL * res * (prime[i] - 1)) % Mod;

    res = (1LL * res * invPrime[i]) % Mod;

}

cout << res << endl;

}

}

}

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {

ios_base::sync_with_stdio(0); cin.tie(NULL);

Input(); Solve(); return 0;

}

#define _CRT_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS

#pragma GCC optimize("unroll-loops")

#include <iostream>

#include <algorithm>

#include <vector>

#include <ctime>

#include <unordered_set>

#include <string>

#include <map>

#include <unordered_map>

#include <random>

#include <set>

#include <cassert>

#include <functional>

#include <iomanip>

#include <queue>

#include <numeric>

#include <bitset>





#include <iterator>

using namespace std;

const int N = 100001;

mt19937 gen(time(NULL));

#define forn(i, n) for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)

#define ford(i, n) for (int i = n - 1; i >= 0; i--)

#define debug(...) fprintf(stderr, __VA_ARGS__), fflush(stderr)

#define all(a) (a).begin(), (a).end()

#define pii pair<int, int>

#define mp make_pair

#define endl '\n'

#define vi vector<int>

typedef long long ll;

template<typename T = int>

inline T read() {

T val = 0, sign = 1; char ch;

for (ch = getchar(); ch < '0' || ch > '9'; ch = getchar())

if (ch == '-') sign = -1;

for (; ch >= '0' && ch <= '9'; ch = getchar())

val = val * 10 + ch - '0';

return sign * val;

}

const int mod = 1e9 + 7;

const int phi = 1e9 + 6;

const int M = 301, B = 500;

int P = 0;

inline int mul(int a, int b) {

return (a * 1LL * b) % mod;

}

int mpow(int u, int p) {

if (!p) return 1;

return mul(mpow(mul(u, u), p / 2), (p & 1) ? u : 1);

}





vector<int> primes;

vector<int> pi;

int pw[M];

int lg[N];

bool pr(int x) {

if (x <= 1) return false;

for (int i = 2; i * i <= x; i++)

if (x % i == 0)

return false;

return true;

}

void precalc() {

forn(i, M)

if (pr(i)) {

primes.push_back(i);

P++;

}

pi.resize(P);

forn(i, M) {

int x = 1;

forn(j, B) {

x = mul(x, i);

}

pw[i] = x;

}

forn(i, P)

pi[i] = mpow(primes[i], phi - 1);

}

struct product_tree {

vector<int> arr, block_product, block_update, single_update;

int n;

product_tree(vector<int>& a) : n(a.size()) {

arr = a;

while (n % B) {

n++, arr.push_back(1);





}

block_product.resize(n / B, 1);

block_update.resize(n / B, -1);

single_update.resize(n / B, -1);

for (int i = 0; i < n; i += B) {

int x = 1;

int pos = i / B;

forn(j, B)

x = mul(x, arr[i + j]);

block_product[pos] = x;

}

}

inline void add(int& u, int x, int mode) {

if (mode) {

if (u == -1)

u = x;

else

u = mul(u, x);

}

else {

if (u == -1)

u = pw[x];

else

u = mul(u, pw[x]);

}

}

void update(int pos, int x) {

add(block_update[pos], x, 0);

add(single_update[pos], x, 1);

}

void reconstruct(int pos) {

int e = single_update[pos];

if (e == -1) return;

int x = 1;

int l = pos * B, r = l + B;

for (int i = l; i < r; i++) {

arr[i] = mul(arr[i], e);





x = mul(x, arr[i]);

}

single_update[pos] = block_update[pos] = -1;

block_product[pos] = x;

}

void apply(int l, int r, int x) {

int L = l / B, R = r / B;

if (L == R) {

reconstruct(L);

for (int i = l; i <= r; i++) {

arr[i] = mul(arr[i], x);

block_product[L] =

mul(block_product[L], x);

}

return;

}

reconstruct(L);

for (int i = l; i < (L + 1) * B; i++) {

arr[i] = mul(arr[i], x);

block_product[L] = mul(block_product[L], x);

}

reconstruct(R);

for (int i = R * B; i <= r; i++) {

arr[i] = mul(arr[i], x);

block_product[R] = mul(block_product[R], x);

}

for (int j = L + 1; j < R; j++)

update(j, x);

}

int get(int l, int r) {

int L = l / B, R = r / B;

int ans = 1;

if (L == R) {

reconstruct(L);

for (int i = l; i <= r; i++) {

ans = mul(ans, arr[i]);

}

return ans;

}





reconstruct(L);

for (int i = l; i < (L + 1) * B; i++) {

ans = mul(ans, arr[i]);

}

reconstruct(R);

for (int i = R * B; i <= r; i++) {

ans = mul(ans, arr[i]);

}

for (int j = L + 1; j < R; j++) {

ans = mul(ans, block_product[j]);

if (block_update[j] != -1)

ans = mul(ans, block_update[j]);

}

return ans;

}

};

struct prime_tree {

vector<ll> t, d;

int n;

prime_tree(vector<ll>& a) : n(a.size()) {

t.resize(4 * n);

d.resize(4 * n, -1);

build(1, 0, n, a);

}

ll build(int u, int l, int r, vector<ll>& a) {

if (l == r - 1) {

return t[u] = a[l];

}

int m = (l + r) / 2;

return t[u] = build(u << 1, l, m, a) | build(u << 1 |

1, m, r, a);

}

inline void add(ll& u, ll x) {

if (u == -1)

u = x;

else

u |= x;

}





void push(int u, int l, int r) {

if (d[u] == -1) return;

t[u] |= d[u];

if (r - l > 1) {

add(d[u << 1], d[u]);

add(d[u << 1 | 1], d[u]);

}

d[u] = -1;

}

void update(int u, int l, int r, int L, int R, ll x) {

push(u, l, r);

if (L >= R || l > L || r < R) return;

if (l == L && r == R) {

add(d[u], x);

push(u, l, r);

return;

}

int m = (l + r) / 2;

update(u << 1, l, m, L, min(m, R), x);

update(u << 1 | 1, m, r, max(L, m), R, x);

t[u] = t[u << 1] | t[u << 1 | 1];

}

ll get(int u, int l, int r, int L, int R) {

push(u, l, r);

if (L >= R || l > L || r < R) return 0;

if (l == L && r == R) {

return t[u];

}

int m = (l + r) / 2;

return get(u << 1, l, m, L, min(m, R)) | get(u << 1 |

1, m, r, max(L, m), R);

}

ll get(int l, int r) {

return get(1, 0, n, l, r + 1);

}

void apply(int l, int r, ll x) {

update(1, 0, n, l, r + 1, x);





}

};

ll transform(int x) {

ll mask = 0;

forn(i, P)

if (x % primes[i] == 0) {

mask |= (1LL << i);

}

return mask;

}

void solve() {

int n, q; cin >> n >> q;

vi a(n);

vector<ll> _a;

for (auto& v : a) {

cin >> v;

_a.push_back(transform(v));

}

auto Ptree = product_tree(a);

auto Mtree = prime_tree(_a);

int l, r, x;

forn(i, q) {

string s; cin >> s;

if (s == "MULTIPLY") {

cin >> l >> r >> x;

l--, r--;

Ptree.apply(l, r, x);

Mtree.apply(l, r, transform(x));

}

else {

cin >> l >> r;

l--, r--;

int product = Ptree.get(l, r);

ll mask = Mtree.get(l, r);
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forn(j, 63)

if (mask >> j & 1) {

product = mul(product,

primes[j] - 1);

product = mul(product,

pi[j]);

}

cout << product << endl;

}

}

}

signed main() {

int t = 1;

ios_base::sync_with_stdio(0);

cin.tie(0);

precalc();

while (t--) {

clock_t z = clock();

solve();

debug("Total Time: %.3f\n", (double)(clock() - z) /

CLOCKS_PER_SEC);

}

}
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